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AUGUSTA, MAINE 
CITIZENS OF NAINE: 
THE ATTENDANCE OF 1109 ffAINE CONNUNITY LEADERS AT 
THE RECENT INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPliENT CLINICS PROVIDED SOLID 
PROOF THAT THIS STATE IS READY TO GO FORWARD WITH .A NEW_, 
DYNANIC APPROACH TO NODERN ECONONIC PROBLEHS. 
JouR CONNISSIONER IS NOW ACTIVATING THE SECOND 
STEP IN THIS PROGRAH TO PROVIDE ffAINE WITH A NORE DIVER-
SIFIED INDUSTRIAL BASE BY HOLDING THIS SE~IES OF INDUS-
TRIAL DEVELOPNENT "ScHOOLS 11 • 
FOLLOWING THESE 11SCHOOLS 11 , I URGE YOU TO GO BACK 
TO YOUR C011NUNITIES AND DO ALL IN YOUR POWER TO HELP PRE-
PARE THEN TO ATTRACT INDUSTRIES. THE CONNISSIONER AND 
HIS EXPERIENCED STAFF WILL BE EVER READY TO ASSIST YOU 
IN THIS EFFORT. 
THE END~RESULT IS BOUND TO BE A NORE PROSPEROUS 
STATE OF NAINE., WITH HIGHER STANDARDS OF LIVING AND NORE 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL OUR CITIZENS 0 
SINCERELY_, 
ES11/DttC 
~ t ( 7~~ =:;,- I!L<-~ A.~~ 
C li:J)pUND S • l1USKIE 
GolrERNOR APR 5 1956 
DEPARTMENT OF 
CARL J. BROGGI 
COMMISSIONER 
DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE 
STATE HOUSE 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 
CI~IZENS OF NAINEt 
OUR PURPOSE IN HOLDING THESE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPHENT 
SCHOOLS IS TO PROVIDE BASIC~ PRO~EN HATERIAL IN OUTLINE FORH~ 
WHZCH WILL BE USEFUL IN J1.A.INE COHHUNITY DEVELOPHENT PROGRA.HS._ 
AS WE POINTED OTJT DURING THE RECENT SERIES OF "cLINICS 11~ 
fHE PRIHARY FACTOR IN SUCCESSFUL INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPHENT IS 
WHETHER. OR NOT THE COHHUNI'l'Y AS .A WHOL1!1 b/ANTS 110RE INDUSTRY, 
!F THE A.NSWER IS "YES~ TH..EN THE COHHUNI'l'Y ~ THROUGH I'lS 
LEADERS~ NUST DEHONSTRATE rHE FACT BY PERSISTENT~ ORGANIZED 
. 
.ACTIVITIES WH"ICH CAN PRODUCE THE DESIRED RESUL':rS. 
THIS OUTLINE BOOKLET~ WITH THE EXPLANATIONS AND ELABORA-
~IONS OF OUR DEPAR'l'NENT STAFF~IS DESIGNED '1'0 PROVIDE COHHUNITY 
LE.ADEFtSHIP WITH AN ADEQUATE GUIDE FOR B.A.SICJ INDUSTRIAL DEVELOP-
11EN'l'o 
JF IT IS FOLLOWED THROUGH WITH AGG~ESSIVE COHNUNITY AO• 
TION, IT WILL PRODUCE BENEFXTS FOR YOUR COHHUNITY; AND ST~TE 
FOR YEARS TO COHEt 
THIS DEPARTHEN~ STANDS READY TO ASSIST YOU AT ALL TIHES 
IN YOUR LOCAL EFFOR.TSO: 
CJB/DPC 
DE.PARTl1E,liT OF DEVELOPNElvT OF 
INDUSTRY & CONNERCE 
COiflfUNITY I}fDUSTRIAL Dl;'VE.,LOP11EJJ21 SCHOOLS 
I. RESEi~RCff Aill_D PLAiV}liNG 
SULO J. TANI, DIRECTOR~ 
DIVISION OF RESEARCH AND PLANNING. 
II. IlJDUSTRI.: ·~L DEV.:UOP11ENT 
ARTHUR l:!. J/oon ~ DIRECTOR~ 
DIVISION OF DEVELOPNENT. 
III. BUILDINGS ~~ lvD SIT_·gs 
ARTHUR ~1. flooD~ DIRECTOR., 
DIVISION OF DEVELOPNENT. 
IV. PUBLIC RELlJ.TIOlfS 
V. FIJv~~llCIJVG 
EARLE DoucETTE_, DIRECTOR~ 
RICHARD HEBERT., STAFF~ 
CLARENCE NcXAY., STAFF_, 
DIVISION OF PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Lours SHAPEL~ SPECIAL AnJviiNISTRATIVE 
AssiSTANT To THE CoNNISSIONER 
VI. HOll TO OBTAIN. ll l\fD SELL PROSPECTS 
CARL J. BRoaar, ConnrssroNER~ 
DEPARTNENT OF DEVELOPXENT OF 
INDUSTRY AN.D CONNERCE. 
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ADDENDA: 
EXHIBITS A}!D DISPLAYS: 
EXHIBIT A --- CHECX LIST OF FACTORS IJV PL;1JV}!ING 1111! IJJDUSTRILL 
DISTRICT. 
EXHIBIT B PE.RFORJ1j1JifCE ST.~JVD1~R.DS FOR IllDUSTRI2~L ZONilifG. 
EXHIBIT C IlVFOR11j~TIO.N BULLET!}! RE: E'llfilBLIJVG S'll1.TUTES 
ON PLiiJVlfiNG .LiND PR0110TIOJJ,. 
EXHIBIT D --- SEL1J:CTED REFEREJVCES FOR PLJ111!1VING 11J!D IPJDUS-
TRI1iL DKVELOPJfL"lN'l. 
EXHIBIT E IJI!STRUCTIOJVS FOR COlfl1Ullfi1,Y L/;.BOR SURVEY. 
EXHIBIT F C01111Ul'JITY Li:BOR SURVEY 9UESTIONllliiRE. 
EXHIBIT G C011PJ~Rj1 TIVE COJYSTRUCTIOJ{ COSTS~ 1915-1955. 
EXHIBIT If --- li SSIST/i NCE Ill ORGAfi!IZilfG C'HAJ1BERS OF C011JYJJ:RC.Z~. 
(VARIOUS PERTINENT BOOKI.tETS SUPPLIED BY THE U.S. DEPART!1ENT 
0 F C 0 1111ER C E AND T liE S 11 ALL BUSINESS AD 11 IN IS TR A T I 0 N _, PLUS 
AN APPLICATION FOR!! OF THE DEVELOP!1ENT CREDIT CORPORATION 
OF J1AINE_, WILL BE SUPPLIED SEPA.TlATE:LY AT THE SCHOOLS). 
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D!Jr/J . .Fc Tl12JVT _Qf D EVRLOP11Eli!T OF' 
IJVDUSTRY & C011lfERCE 
RE sgAR C If AND 1) L!J.lif}f I li!G 
INDUSTRI~1L DEVELOPliE~~T'J' AlifD TffE COJ1lfUlfJ.JY PLAN 
I. FACTORS Iii THE COJ1j1UNITY PLA]I! AFFECTIJTQ IND~USTRJAL_ 
SITE LOGiiTIOJV. 
1. THE LOCAL PLANNING " BOARD. 
A. JfAI':E THE LOCAL PLANNING B OAR.D PART OF 
THE ORGANIZATION. 
B. IF NO PLANNING BOARD EXISTS, SEE THAT 
ACTION IS TAKEN TO SET ONE UP UNDER 
CHAP'l'ER 91_, REVISED STA'l'UTES 1.954. 
2 • 1iDEQ UATE ]fA PS o 
A. ToPOGRAPHIC-GT~·or-'oGic J1AP- ScALE." 
1"=1000 1 (ToWl'vSHIP)a 
B • B A S E 11 A P ; S ti 0 U IN G S T.R EST S _, R 0 ADS , 
WA'l'ERWAYS_, PUBLIC LANDS. 
ScADE: 1 "=1 000' TOWNSHIP 
SCALE: .. 1"=100 1 SPECIFIC AREAS 
c. O'l,HER HAPS E.G. !lATER SYSTE11_, SE~vER 
Sys 'l'EN _, PuBLIC U:t.'I LIT ITES _, ETC o 
3. ToPOGRAPHY AND SuB-SURFACE CoNDITIONS, 
DrsFINE ON HAP THOSB AREAS WHICH FOR REASON 
OF STEEPNESS OF SLOPE_, POOR DRAINAGE; ROCK 
OU'l'CROP OR O'l'HER R117ASONS DO NO'l' LEND THE11-
SZL~gs TO INDUSTRIAL SITING. 
I 
l 
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4. TRANSPORTATION . 
Ao ROADS - LOCATE ON NAP AND ANALYZE~ 
THRU ROUTES~ ExPRESSWAYS~ AND LOCAL 
ROADS AS TO: 
EASE OF ACCESS. 
CAPACITY TO HANDLE HEAVY VOLUNE TRAFFIC 
(DETERHINED FROH WIDTH; AVERAGE DAILY 
VOLUNE)~ 
STRUCTURAL CONDITION (DESIGNED FOR 
HEAVY OR LIGHT TRAFFIC). 
PosSIBILITY OF ENPLOYEE PARKINGJ LOAD-
ING~ TRUCK STORAGE. 
B 0 RAILROADS" 
LOCATION OF HAIN OR SPUR LINES TO 
SITEo 
PosSIBILITY AND COST OF EXTENDING 
RAIL LEADS• 
C 0 AIRPORTS~ 
EFFECT OF ZONING OF APPROACH ZONES 
ON SITEo 
PosSIBILITIES OF THE AIRPORT AS A 
POTENTIAL PLANNED INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT. 
Do viATERWAYSo 
AVAILABILITY OF PIERSJ WAREHOUSING 
AND STORAGE FOR BULK PRODUCTS 0 
CHANNEL DEPTHS AND WIDTHS AND WHAT 
EFFORTS HAVE BEEN HADE FOR IHPROVE-
HENT (AS INDICATED BY FEDERAL SURVEYS 
OR APPROPRIATIONS)o 
l 
l 
r 
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RELATIONSHIP TO RAILROAD OR TRUCK 
FACILITIES¢-
SITES FOR TIDEWAT~R BASED INDUSTRIES 
E~G. SHIP BuiLDING OR REPAIR_, SPECIAL-
IZED INDUSTRIES (liETAL FABRICATING~ 
lfACHINERY~ ETG)~ INDUSTRIES DEPENDENT 
ON BuLK CARGO SHIPHENTS (PROCESSING 
OF CoAL~ PETROLEUN OR ORES; CANNERIEs; 
Foon AND FIBER PROCESSORS~· Lul'!BER .AND 
PuLP; CEHENT AND Gypsu11 PRoDucTs; 
PROCESSING OF HIDES. 
SPECIAL ATTENTION HIGHT BE GIVEN TO 
ADAPTABILITY oF STTEs To HEAVY lvAsTE 
PRODUCING INDUSTR.TES. 
THE PoRT AuTHORITY - NAINE PoRT 
AuTHORITY~ SPECIAL RocKLAND PoRT 
..1UTHORITYo 
5. UTILITIES4 
liATER SuPPLY AND liAINS -
LOCATION ON HAP SHOWING PIPE AND 
RESERVOIR CAPACITIES AT SELECTED 
POINTS. 
ADEQUACY OF SUPPLY IN HGD SAFE YIELD. 
SE~vAGE DISPOSAL. 
TYPE OF SYSTEN - SANITARY - STORH 
0oHBINED OR SEPARATE), 
INTEGRATED SYSTEN. 
NETHOD OF DISPOSAL, 
LOCATION AND SIZE OF NAINS AND OUTFALLS. 
TREATHENT IF ANY. 
FUTURE PLANS FOR WASTE DISPOSAL. 
PRo CESS !lATER. 
SouRcEs - LocAL WATER SYSTEN) LAKE 
OR POND_, STREAlio 
r 
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QUALITY PHJ COLOR~ TEHPERATURE~ 
HARDNESS~ ODOR~ BOD~ BACTERIAL 
COUNT. 
QUANTITY - SAFE YIELD. 
CosT OF TRANSHISSION - EsTIHATES oF 
COST TO TRANSNIT WATER TO SITE AND 
EFFECT OF SUCH TRANSNISSION ON 
GENERAL CONNUNITY PLAN. 
PolvER. 
LocATION oF HAIN LINEs AND SuB-STATIONs. 
EFFECT OF J'!;XTENSIONS OF POWER HAINS 
ON OTHER PROPERTYo 
6. RESIDENTIAL AREAS. 
LOCATION OF PRESENT AND FUTURE RESIDEN-
TIAL AREAS. 
DESIRABILITY OF CLEAR DEFINITION BETWEEN 
RESIDENCE AREAS~ COHHERCIAL AREAS AND 
INDUSTRIAL AREAS: - TO INSURE STABILITY 
OF PROPERTY VALUES_, SAFETY~ HUNICIPAL 
ECONONY 9 (ILLUSTRATE WITH LEWISTON 
SITUATION). 
I I. URBAN REDEVELOPi'f~'lvT A1YD R lJ:NEli-'J.L. 
FEDERAL AIDS A.RE AVAILABLE FOR THE RESTORATION, RE-
110VAL AND REHABILITATION OF OBSOLESCENT A.~.t?.EAS, WHERE 
THE CONHUNITY PLAN DEFINITELY SUPPORTS SUCH NEED. 
III. THE ZO~!IlvG PLAJV il lvD llVDUSTRI1iL SITE. 
1. PROVIDES A CLEAR DEFINITION BETWEEN RESIDENCE, 
BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY• 
2~ PROTECTS GOOD INDUSTRIAL LOCATIONS AGAINST IN-
TRUSION OF RESIDENCES OR SHALL BUSINESS~ AND 
INSURES DESIRABLE SITES FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPNENT. 
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3. PROVIDES FOR HORE EFFICIENT AND ECONOHIC DEVEL-
OP11ENT AND LOCATION FACILITIES AND SERVICES. 
4. PERFORHANCE STANDARDS IN INDUSTRIAL ZoNING. 
IVo FEDER1lL AIDS FOR C01111UJVITY PLANJt!IJVG_ 
1. FEDERAL ASSISTANCE ON HATCHING BASIS AVAILABLE 
FOR PREPARATION OF LONG RANGE CONNUNITY PLANS 
PROVIDING A GOOD BASIS FOR SOUND DEVELOPlfENT. 
2. FEDERAL" ASSISTANCE IN THE FORN OF INTEREST FREE 
LO/J.~!S ARE AVAILABLE FOR PLANNING SPECIFIC PUBLIC 
viORJ(S Eo a. SET.4ERS~ li.ATER_, f!IGHWAYS_, ETC. 
V. THE PLJJ.l!JJ}J:D I lfDUSTRI.L1L DISTRICT. 
1. LOCATION FACTORS (S.ER EXHIBIT). 
2. PROVIDE FOR HOST EFFICIENT AND ECONONIC DEVEL-
OPJiENT OF UTILITIES AND SERVICES. 
3e REDUCE THE SQUARE FOOT COST OF DEVELOPED LAND. 
4. PROVI DE ADEQUATE SPACE FOR LOADING_, PARKING AND 
HOVENENT QF GOODS. 
THF.: COiiiiUNITY LABOR SURVTiY 
J. ORGANIZATION AND DEFINITION OF SURVEY DISTRICTS. 
II. INSTRUCTION oF SuRVEY TEA J1S (sEE EXHIBIT). 
III. TABULATI ON OF DATA. 
1. flANUAL TABULATION. 20 JBN TABULATION. 
DTi!GIOJl1 1l PT !l !I T(: rr n a FOR I ~., 7'J U \' fTI'ITl' 
. fLJ . a J _J lliV.:.V. J.v J, ._ /..,)J. ~ . • 1 - COLO R ED SLIDES 
l 
l 
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DE1Ji1RTl1ElifT OF D.EVELOTJJfE1'vT OF 
IivDUSTRY & COI!l!E'IZGE 
I. liHERE: TO ST/1RT: 
A. GOlflJUJVITY ORG41JviZATIOllf: 
Ao GHA11BER OF G0!111ERCE 
B. BoARD OF TRADE 
c. TowN OFFICIALS 
D. SERVICE CLuBs 
1,. TO R."2PRES_:JIT GROSS SEGTIOJJ ilJVD VOICJJ OF COJ111UlviTY, 
R T.7'PI.,., " ·"~"~T171 • TIO ll r .C:HOULD GO.J.u;,,, J-7 T?Ol·11r •• u !J -1~ ,) J!Jl ~ .L .~.·~ 1.v #.J l.LJ , n 
A • ]{E~IS PA PEltS 
B. 2NPLOY11ENT SECURITY OFFICE 
c, UTILITIES 
n. LABOR ORGANIZATIONS 
E. BANI(ERS 
F. LAWYERS 
G. LOCAL ]NDUSTRIA!J REPRESENTATIVES 
H. RELIGIOUS LEADERS 
r 
r 
r 
I 
2. 
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I. !fOJ1EN 1S ORGANIZATIONS. 
ORGiiliiZl~TIOJi FUllCTIOJ\fS: 
A. To DETER11INE ECONONIC STATUTES OF C011lfUNITY 
AND CONSIDER NECESSARY STEPS FOR CORRECTION OF 
DEFICIENCIES, 
B, To REVIEW COHJ1UNITY FROH STANDPOINT OF INDUS-
TRIAL POTENTIAL. 
c. !Po C011PILE CONHUNITY SURVEY FOR11S AS FURNISHED 
BY THIS DEPARTlfENT. 
D. JfAINTAIN CONTACT WITII TI-IIS DEPARTNENT FOR HELP~ 
ADVICE~ LEADS~ ETC. 
E. PREPARE lfATERIAL WHICH WILL INDUCE INDUSTRIAL 
PROSPECTS TO VISIT COJ1J:[UNITY. 
Fe ENTERTAIN AND PRESENT FACTS TO VISITING PROSPECTS 
G. CONDUCT TOUR OF COHNUNITY~ POINTING OUT IH-
PORTANT AND ADVANTAGEOUS FEATURES., 
H.. SURVEY AND HAVE AVAILABLE. ALL FACTS ABOUT 
EXISTING AVAILABLE PLANTS. 
I. 1. 
') . 
6. 
r;• 
a. 
A 
...~... 
5 ,. 
OWNERSHIP 
SALE OR LEASE ARRANGE11ENTS 
PHYSICAL FACihiTIES 
RENOVATION REQUIRElfENTS AND COSTS 
GOJflfUNITY PURCHASE POSSIBILITIES 
J. SPONSOR LABOR SU11VEYS ....;. GENERAL AND SPECIFIC 
BY SJCILLS~ TRADES~ APTITUDE~ INCONJUNCTION 
WITH lf.E.S.,C, 
[(• LOCATE AND ARRANGE FOR TERJfS ON BUILDING SITES 
r 
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L. ]]NUJ1E:RATE ALL POTENTIAL NATURAL RESOURCES 
11• ] JREPARE FOR AND ORGANIZE_, llli."E:N REQUIRED_, A 
LOCAL CORPORATION ~vl-I'ICH CAN HANDLE AND NEGOTIATE 
r· SALE~ LEASE_, CONSTRUCTION~ RENOVATION_, ETC._, OF 
BUILDINGS FOR INDUSTRY. 
I 
l 
l 
N. DEVELOP SOURCES OF REVENUE FOR LOCAL ORGANIZA- -
TION EXPENSES - INCORPORATION_, TRAVEL BROCHURES_, 
TELEPHONE_, CORRESPONDENCE_, ENTERTAINJ1ENT_, ETC. 
o. INVESTIGATE PROSPECTS WIIERE FINANCING 11IGHT 
BE INVOLVED. 
P. To DETEP.l1INE EXTENT OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
POTENTIAL IN C011HUNITY TO~vARD CONSTRUC'l'ION OF 
FACILITIES FOR NEW INDUSTRY. 
Q. PREPARE PROSPECTUS FOR INDUSTRIAL PROSPECT 
OUTLINING SPECIFIC PROPOSALSo 
R. ]VEGOTIATE CONTRACTS Tr!ITH' ARCHITECTS AND CON- -
TRACTORS FOR INDUSTF?.IAL BUILDING CONST.FtUCTION. 
s. .PREPARE TO NEGOTIATE ARRANGE11ENTS WITH FINAN-
CIAL INSTITUTIONS WHERE LOANS_, 110RTGAGES_, 
LEASES_, ETC._, A .. J::?,E INVOLVED 0 
T. LIAISON ACTION BETWEEN PROSPECT AND 11UNICIPALITY 
REGA~rt.DING TAXES_, TOWN FACILITIES_, ETC. 
u. 
_ _./ 
SOLICIT ALL POSSIBLE SOURCES_, AND PARTICULARLY 
LOCAL SOtTRCES FOR INDUSTRIAL PROSPECT LEADS. 
1. SU1111ER VISITORS WHO REPRESENT INDUSTRY. 
2. PRESENT INDUSTRY • 
v. To EDUCATE AND INFOR11 POPULATION AS TO OB-
JECTIVES AND TO INSPIRE ENTHUSIAS11 AND POSITIVE 
THINKING ON THE PART OF EVEBY INDIVIDUAL IN 
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THE COlflfUNITY • 
B. COlvTACT EXISTIJVG Il'JDUSTRY 
1. APPROACH WITH PROBLE!1, OBJECTIVES AND REQUEST 
FOR JIELP 9 
2. SOU'.ii.CE OF LEADS. 
5,. SAL.Ti:S AGENTS ~ · I J!PACT OF THEIR INFLUENCE WITH 
IN!'USTRJ AL fJ .. "10SfJJ,;CTe 
4. flEr- ·.aESENT.A T ION ON L 0 CAL COJ1!1ITTE~E. 
Ct) PROliOT101l~~L !J.CTIVITY: 
1. DIRECT .A.DVERTTSING& 
A. BROCHURES - CoNNUNITY SuRVEY 
B. PHONE CALLS. 
c. REPETITION - PERSEVERANCE 
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BUILDIJITGS Al'ID SITES 
IJYDUSTRI.i~L BUILDIJI!G COJVSTJ~UCTIO~l 
I. ftAJOR CLASSES OF INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS: 
i~. SPECIAL PuRPOSE BuiLDINGs: 
1. HIGHLY SPECIALIZED TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION. 
A. BUILT TO HOUSE SPECIAL EQUIPNENT RATHER 
THAN FOR CONVENIENCE OF LABOR FORCE. 
B, CAN BE HERE SHELLS OR COVERS FOR EQUIPHENT, 
OR CAN BE EXPENSIVE STRUCTURES SUCH AS 
PAPER HILL BUILDINGS. 
c. C4VNING FACTORIES FOR SUHNER VEGETABLES, 
SARDINE FACTORIES~ ETC.~ CAN BE CLASSED 
AS INEXP.ENSIVE STRUCTURES. 
D. FORTUNATELY, IN HOST INSTANCES THIS TYPE 
OF CONSTRUCTION DOES NOT REQUIRE LOCAL 
FINANCING• 
B. GENERAL }JURPOSE BUILDINGS: 
1. HoUSE ALL SO-CALLED LIGHT INDUSTRIES. 
A. JVEEDLE-WORJ( • 
B. SHOES. 
c. ]J:LECTRONICS. 
D. lNSTRU1'1ENT NANUFACTURERS. 
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E. PRINTING. 
F. PLASTICS. 
a. TEXTILES, 
2. THE STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF SUCH A BUILDING ARE 
INFLUENCED BY THE FOLLO~viNG: 
A. RAW HAT'k:.RIAL RECEIVED IN EASILY HANDLED 
UNITS, NE rTHER TOO HEAVY OR TOO BULKY FOR 
FORK-LIFT TRUC[(S OR HAND TRUCKS. 
B, liACHINERY CONPARATIVELY LIGHT, 110VABLE 
AND SUBJECT TO RELOCATION. 
c. HIGH UNIT PRODUCTION REQUIRING RAPID AND 
SiiOOTH FLOW OF J!ATERIALS .. 
D. f.!ORKERS HELD TO FIXED ~!OR!C STATIONS. 
E~ FINISHED PRODUCT PACl(AGED AND SHl"PPED IN 
RE.ADILY-HANDLED COJ.VTAIJJERS. 
F. Jvo NEED FOR OVERHEAD CRANES OR OTHER SPECIJ!J 
HANDLING EQU1PNENT. 
G, RARI~l, Y _."qEQU IRED THAT 11A CHINERY HAVE SPECIAL 
F 0 Ui'Jj}.r11' I ON S • 
3~ FEATURES WEICH AFFECT BUILDZNG COSTS: 
A. NATURE OF BUILDING SITE: 
1r LEVEL GROUND LESS EXPENSIVE. 
2. SuB-SOIL CHARACTERISTICS INCLUDING 
DRAINAGE, CONPOSITION OF SOIL, ETC. 
[ 
l. 
3. GEOGRAP T-ifC AJ, LOCATION~ SoUTHERN ffAINE., 
4 f S'}c OS :r ld'J.iTE ~ ]{ORT HERN ]fAINE ~ 5 I 
FROST L LNE 0 
B. HEIGHT OF FACTORY FLOOR LEVEL: 
1. TRUCK T .A il:GATE LEVRL- INVOlJ VES 110RE C011-
PA CJ: F.rl~/, FRJH GR OUZnJ LE'VF.":.; AT FR011 
:/J~. 35 TO $"50 PER· c:uF ZC YARD, OR APPROXIJf.. 
ATELY $;40 PER SQUARE FOOT OF AREA ~ 
C • [/ALL C 0 N S T R U C T I 0 N : 
1. $1o 00 PER SQil FTa OF WALL AREA FOR CIN-
DER OR CONCRETE BLOCK. 
2. $3o00 PER SQ. FT. OF WALL AREA FOR GLASS 
BLOCK. 
3. TliNDOW AREA WILL VARY FR011 $1. 75 PER 
SQ~ FT. OF WALL AREA TO $2.50 PER SQ.,FT. 
4.-. Jfo. 3 ABOVE VARIES WITH SIZE AND SHAPE 
AND HEIGHT OF BUILDING. 
5 . an • .l~VERAGE OF ABOVE~ USING " CINDER BLOCK 
FACED WI~H BRICK AND ASSU11ING A 16 1 
HEl GHT TO .,H.JL OW FOR 14 i CLEAR HEADR 0011 
IN BUILD TNG _, h'E ARRIVE AT A UNIT COST 
OF $~70 PER SQ. FTQ OF FLOOR AREA. 
4. ELE11ENTS OF BUILDING REQUIRENENTS AND APPROXIHATE 
COSTS PER-FEATURE PER SQ 0 ' FTc OF FLOOR AREA: 
(20.,000 SQ~ FT. BUILDING). 
A. Exc.A. vAT I ON $.10 
B. FouNDATIONS • 4-0 
c. INTERIOR FILL • 20 
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n. FLOOR SLAB d> c-o '-/).0 
E. TIALLS " 70 
Fe RooF FRANING 1.00 
a. RooF DECK AND INSULATION • 40 
H. ROOF SURFACING AND FI!.A.SHING • 30 
I. ELECTRICAL WORK • 40 
J. HEATING AND VENT I LA T I ON • 50 
K• PLUNBING • 30 
L. SPRINKLER SYSTEN .10 
H,. ExTRA OFFICE SPACE .20 
N. J1RCHITECTS 1 FEES • 30 
o. LANDSCAPING~ PAVING OF OUTSIDE 
AREAS~ PURCHASE PRI~E OF - LAND~ ETC.~ 
SHOULD BE ADDED TO .ABOVE0 
5. OTHER FACTORS WHICH .AFFECT BUILDING COSTS: 
A. COLUNN SPACING. 
1. LINITED BY PREFABRICATED AND AVAILABLE 
STEEL BEAN SPANS. 
2. STOCK SPANS UP TO 64 1 AVAILABLE. 
3. ]JcONOJfiCAL SPANS AVAILABLE IN 24 1 OR 30 1 
l 
l 
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LENGTHS. 
4. CANTILEVER STEEL SPAN REC0111fENDED. 
6. NISCELLANEOUS FEATURES TO BE CONSIDERED: 
A. SUGGESTED lfiNINUN HEIGHT UNDZR BEANS 14 1 • 
B. llASONRY BEARING WALLS (NOT STEEL FRANE) LEAST 
EXPENSIVE BUT NOT NOST RECO.?INENDED. 
c. !IOO.D FRANE LOW COST CONSTRUCTION_, BUT NOT 
RECONl'!ENDED FRON STANDPOINT OF INSURANCE. 
1lLSO AFFECTED BY PRICE OF LABOR FOR CONSTRUCTION 
D. .i2 LL-NET.AL BUILDINGS PROVE .ADVANTAGE OF E~tJ.SE .AND 
SPEED OF ERECTION (~vFlEN 11ATERIALS ARE READILY 
.AVAILABLE~ AND ARE RECO.l111ENDED FROJ1 STANDPOINT 
OF OVERALL WEIGHT) OR LOCATION ON SOFT GROUND. 
THEY ARE GOOD FOR WEATHER RESISTANCE AND HAIN-
TEN.ANCE~ THEIR DISADVANTAGES ARE, RELATIVELY 
POOR HEATING CHARACTERISTICS_, POOR RESISTANCE TO 
DA11AGE FR011 Il1PACT _, WITHOUT GUARDRAILS_, EXPENSE 
OF INSTALLING WINDOWS, ETC. 
E. fliNDOWS AND DOORS ADD TO EXPENSE UNLESS INSTAL.-. 
LATION DOES NOT ADVERSELY AFFECT THE NASONRY. 
liiNDOWS INCORPORATED IN NASONRY WALLS 
VERY EXPENSIVE~ LINTELS EXPEl'lSIVE, LEAST 
EXPENSIVE WALL CONSTRUCTION EITHER CONSISTS 
OF NO WINDOWS OR ALL STEEL SASH FROJ1 FOUNDA-
TION FOOTINGS TO ROOF. (STEEL FRANE CONSTRUC-
TION ONLY). 
F. BRICK FACING I1'1PROVES .APPEARANCE_, DURABILITY, 
REDUCES NAINTENANCE. IN RoCKLAND ON A $300~000 
BUILDTNG THE DIFFERENCE IN COST BETWEEN 12" 
CINDER BLOCK AND 8" CINDER BLOCK WITH BRICl( 
FACE ANOUNTED TO ONLY $5,600. 
G. STEEL FRANE SHOULD BE INSIDE NASONRY IF IT DOES 
NOT INTERFERE WITH OPERATIONS INSIDE PLANT. THIS 
ALLOWS PREVENTION OF INTERRUPTIONS IN LAYING OF 
l'f.ASONRY AND Al'fOUNTS TO AS l'fUCH AS $. 30 PER SQ. 
FT• IN COST OF TOTAL BUILDING AREA. 
H. STEEL DECK WITH TAR AND GRAVEL BONDED ROOFS WILL 
SAVE INSURANCE RATES FOR TENANT. 
I. TILT-UP CONCRETE WALL SECTIONS NOT REC0!111ENDED 
FOR BUILDINGS UNDER 50~000 SQ. FT. AREA. BELOW 
THIS TOTAL AREA THE EXPENSE OF SET UP~ ETC,~ IS 
NOT ECONOl"I.rCAL. 
J • SPRINKLER SYSTElf. IN ALL CASES WHERE PRESSURE 
WATER SUPPLY IS AVAILABLE A SPRINKLER SYSTE11 
SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN BUILDING PLANS . l/HERE 
C0111'fUNITY SYSTEH IS NOT AVAILABLE~ A SUBSTITUTE· 
SYSTElf INVOLVING PU11PS~ ~vELLS~ STAND PIPE, ETC.~ 
SHOULD BE CONSIDERED FOR PURPOSES OF INTERESTING 
INDUSTRIAL CLIENTS. 
K. WHEN PROPOSING BUILDING~ CONSULT FACTORY JN~ 
SURANCE .Ll $SOCIATION .AND PRESENT BUILDING PLANS 
TO THElf FOR APPROVAL 0 SUCH PRESENTATION CAN 
SAVE OWNER AND TENANT OF BUILDING A CONSIDERABLE 
SUN, BUILDZNG ARCHITECT ~viLL HAKE SUCH PRESEN-
TATION OF PLANS UPON REQUEST OF C01111UNITY GROUP 
INVOLVED a 
7. FoR BOOKLETS ON BUILDING CODES WRITE TO NATIONAL 
BoARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS~ · 8 5 JoHN STREET~ 
fifEW fORK :38, N.Y .• ~ AND ASI( FOR THEIR ABBREVIATED 
BUILDING CODEo 
l. 
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D.EPJ1RTl1ElvT OF DEVELOPli ENT OF 
IiVDUSTRY & COJ111ERC.E 
PUBLIC RELATIO]IJS DIVISIOlif 
I. I]llSIJJ.7] Til!, COlilJU]IJITY: 
1. P.·Ro ConNITTEE OF ConnuNITY DEVELOPNENT GROUP 
(C~ OF Co_, BOARD OF TRADE_, ETC,) SHOULD E'l1BRACE 
ALL l1EDIA: 
A • JVEWS PAPERS 9 
c. ADVERTISING PERSONNEL. 
D. PRonoTION PERSONNEL, 
2o ALL 11EDIA SHOULD BE UsED TO KEEP ConHUNITY 
INFORJ1ED OF PROGRESS AND DEVELOP1'1ENTS. 
3. COHNUNITY GET-TOGETHERS (lfEETINGS) DINNERS} 
REco~NITION EvENTS} SPECIAL EvENTS_, WoRK 
BEES) ETC.) NAY BE USED TO KEEP Up INTEREST 
AND ENTHUSIASJ1• 
4. CoHNUNITY BEAUTIFICATION PROGRAHS IHPORTANT: 
A. CLEANUP_, FrxuP, PAINTUP CAHPAIGNs. 
B. GARDEN C4UB AID. 
c. ScHOOL CONTESTS (ESSAYS" POSTERS, 
EXHIBITS_, ETC':J) 
r 
l 
l 
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n. GonnuNITY STREETS~ PARKS AND PICNIC 
AREAS - KEEP THEN NEAT AND ATTRACTIVE. 
Eo HELP OF OTHER GonHUNITY ORGANIZATIONS 
IN SPONSORING SucH PROJECTs. 
5. HosPITALITY GROUPS. 
6. LOCAL SIGNS - 11 lVEL CONE II~ DIRECTIONAL~ HISTORICAL~ 
(V uTREETS~ ETC. 
7. OFFERS TO HELP EXISTING INDUSTRY. 
B. CREATING AND NAINTAINING GonnuNITY INTEREST IN 
INDUSTRY. 
II o OUTSIDE THE COJ111UNITY: 
1. BAsic SELLING FoRHULA: 
ATTENTION INTEREST DESIRE AcTION 
2. ATTRACTING ATTENTION: 
A. JlDVERTISING. 
B. BROCHURES_, FOLDERS, L!EAFLETS_, ETC • ., 
" HELP TO CREATE INPORTANT FIRST IH-
PRESSION11. 
c. PuBLICITY - NEWSPAPERS_, RADio-TV~ 
WORD-OF-NOUTH_, ETC. 
D. SPECIAL EvENTS. 
3. PERSONAL SELLING (sEE LA'PER PAGES). 
--17-
I I I. J!ELP S F/? OJ! S21AT!? LEVEL : 
1. USING SERVICES OF VARIOUS STATE AGENCIES: 
A. Nsws RELEASES AND pICTURES • 
B. RADIO AND TV. 
c. lfAGAZINE J~RTICLES AND SPIECIAL .EDITIONS. 
D. SPECIAL EVENTS. 
E. CooRD.TNATING LocAL EFFOFiTS ftiiTH STATE-
w .r DE P .R 0 1'1 0 'I' I 0 N S - 11 A IN E pUB L I C I T Y 
Bu.nEAU _, l1AINE STA'l,E' CHANBER oF Gon-
NERCE (CLEA~NUP !IP.:'E i( _, ffAINE INDUSTRY 
WEJS l{-' ETC.) SUJJH E.H L1 VEN TS PRO GRAN_, ETC. 
F. FAcTs_, Fraunr:s AJin STATISTics. 
2. FIELD SERVICE FO.R C011!1UNITY P.R. 
:3. HELP lli'l1 H SPECIAL DISPLAYS, 
IV. TELLIJ\!G TffC STORY l!I'TH PICTUR '~.,S: 
1. NAINETOWN GETS AN INDUSTRY. 
r 
r 
I. 
l 
I. 
Fiif.ri·jlfOiivlG 
iVEED FOR FJjif_t'llJCI}fG 
ii . JVE!I BUILDIP!G 
1. LAJVD COSTS 
A. SuBSOIL 
B. DRAINAGE 
c. PARKING SPACE 
2. PROFESSIONAL F" -,S }J_~ 
A. TITLE SEARCH 
B4t ARCHITECT FEES 
c. LEGAL FEES 
3. BUILDIJJG COSTS 
Ao TYPE OF BUILDING (FRANE - CINDER 
BLocK ..... lfoNITOR RooF) 
B. HEATING SYSTENS (HIGH PRESSURE~ 
Low PRESSURE - QuANTITY) 
c. PROCESS STEAH (QUANTITY) 
n. ELECTRIC !!IRING (LIGHTING - Bus 
BARS - SWITCHES) 
r . 
r 
I 
l 
l 
l 
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E, FLOORING (!loon-CONCRETE) 
F. INSULATION 
G. fiATER ( •]UALITY - QUANTITY) 
H. SEV./ER.AGE 
4. L!JJ!DSCAP IlvG 
B. REJVOViJ.TilifG OLD BUILDIJi!GS 
1. COSTS 
2. DESIRlJ.BILITY 
5. l"JRQS 1~1VD COJVS 
C. lJOVING COSTS 
1. T1L4lifSPORTJTIO~l 
A. DISJ1ANTLING 
B. RIGGING 
c. FREIGHT 
2. SJ!:TT J]IJG U.P 
A. UNLOADING 
l 
l 
r 
r 
r 
l_ 
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B. PLACING lfACl-IINERY 
c. ELECTRICAL !!IRING 
D • ]fiLLWRIGliT 
D T r:o il r:~I nrc ('I i J.·1 :;JIT ' ~.; L t { II .n.H. J.V v~ .... .L-
1 /,.: ' T1.1nJ t; L t ... 1.a bit li 
A. llASTE 
B. SPOILAGE 
A. TRAINING ]JERIOD 
B. TURNOVER 
3. 0 v ··l''flHD / T) I .. J - -·..J.Li.v 
I I. JJETHOD/J QJ.T( FIJJ,~l!CIJ.YG 
11.. LOC.L~L P.L1RTICIPi~TIOJ'f 
1. I l fV2STiiE1v11 TRUST 
2, 
3. 
LO/i1VS (BOiYDS - j/0Tl!.7S - l!ORTG-t:GES) 
EIJUITY CB.PIT_,·:L (C01111011/ STOCK - PREFERRED 
STOCX) 
B /1-.,rr 0 .Jl VJ.l. 1..J 
r 
l 
l 
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B. DEVELOPHENT CREDIT CORPORATION 
1. POSSIBILITIES 
2. LIJJITATIOJVS 
3. l!ORKIJI!G GJ1PIT11L 
4. FORJJS 
G. IJt!SURliJVGE COJ1Pl1NIES 
1. BUILDI1YG ifORTG1~GES 
D. SJL:LL BUSIJ!ESS ADlfilfiSTRATION 
1. T/ORKIJTG CilPIT11L 
2. BUILDil'fG LOJlltfS 
3. FOR11S 
E. EQUITY G1~PITAL 
1. LOCAL PEOPLE 
2. EQUITY COJJPAJVIJJS 
l 
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D£J.-:Y.[~RTI1.1lvT O.t~ DEVEL01)11EF!T OF 
.l~TTR;~GTIJJG 1illD HA.lvDLilvG OF IlvDUSTRiilL PROSPECTS 
I. VALUE OF VARIOUS l'J.tEDIA IN ATTRACTING INDUSTRIAL PROSPECTS: 
-':• DIRECT ]fAIL -- HOST EFFECTIVE PROVEN ADVERTISING 
l1EDIA. 
B. iVEWSPAPER 1~DVERTISING -- VLRIANCE OF OPINION AS 
TO THIS APPROACH. 
c. PRO.T'"'O TIONS: 
1 • .E. G. -- , E L E c TH 0 NIcs Sy 11 p 0 3 I u 11, AND REs u L TS 
OBTAINED TO DATE. 
2. PROJ10TIONS IN GIVEN AREAS-- E.G.~ SANFORD 
"sATURATion" cANPAIGN IN lvEw YoRK CITY AREA. 
3. OPEN-HOUSE EVENTS FOR INDUSTRIAL PRONOTION 
OF C0 1'1l1UNITY. 
D. RADio-TV -- EXCELLENT FOLLOv-1-UP FOR PREVIOUS PR0/10-
TIONS • 
. l • TAX C 0 N CE SS I 0 N S N 0 T R E' C 0 11!1 ENDED B Y THIS 
DE PAn TJ1ENT. 
2. GIFTS -- FOR H OVING OF l1ACHINERY~ ETC.~ NOT 
RECOJ1!1ENDED BY THIS DEPARTNENT; LEGITilfATE 
LOANS NAY BE WOR :CED OUT. 
r 
f 
I 
l 
l 
l 
l 
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II. lfEDIA THAT .L~RE VALUABLE IN DIRECT DISCUSSIONS fiiTH 
INDUSTRIAL PROSPECTS: 
' 
.i.L. .ECONONIC SURVEYS A 1111UST 11 • 
D
p 
• CoNDENSED Bno CIJURES _, E.G._, NEl-l LEWISTON SYNOPSIS. 
G. VISUAL .ili.DS: 
.1. J10VING PIC'l'URES SJlOULD SHO~v CROSS-SEC'PION 
0 F C 01111 (J N I '1.1 Y. 
2. COLORED SLIDES. 
III. THRETE PERTIN.ENT PoiNTS To REHEJYBER IN J1 LL CoNVT!:RSA1.1 IONS 
l/ITii ]NDUSTRI AL J'ROSPEC TS: 
1. KNOW YOUR PRODUCT. 
2 • ]fAKE P R 0 SPEC T FEEL HE 1 S "WANTED "• 
3. PROVE TO Hili BE CAN 11.AI'CE 110RE NONEY IN 
YOUR C Olfl1UN ITY IN JIAINE • 
l 
l. 
EXHIBIT il 
CHECK LlST OF F1~CTORS .FOR COJlfSIDJ RiiTIO~l Illf PL1lNNING 
_.._ . ---,..-------- ·------~-·~""-~------
.~~ P L.~ ~l{JYED _l.lifDU§_ffli.t~_L DIS.TRICT 
I. GENERAL PURPOSES: 
A. To PROVIDE IN A SINGLE LARGE TRACT OF LAND A SITE 
FOR USE OF A COJ!NUNJ:TY OF INDUSTRIES., W.tTH STREETS,~ 
RAIL LEAD TRACKS~ AND UTILITIES INSTALLED BEFORE 
SALE OF SITES TO PROSPECTIVE OCCUPANTS. 
SUCH DISTRICTS ARE DESIGNED ACCORDI'NG TO A C011-
PREHENSIVE FLAN AND FROVIDE FOR THE HARNONIOUS 
DEVELOP}!ENT AND INSUnED PROPERTY VALUES THROUGH 
PROPER ZONING AND DEED COVENANTS. 
flODERN TRENDS IN PLANT LOCATION HAVE RESULTED IN 
AN INCREASING DENAND FOR LOCATIONS AWAY FR011 TRAF-
FIC CONGESTION~ NON-EXISTENT PARKING~ AND CRANPED 
SITES 0 J'f.41NAGE11ENT [!.!ANTS 110RE SPACE_, IT WANTS TO 
BE SPARED THE PF?-OB!JE.i'1S AND DELAY ATTENDANT UPON 
FINDING AND DEVELOPING RAW SITES AND ARRANGING 
FOR THE NECESSARY UT.I'LITIES., JiANAGElfENT ALSO WANTS 
TO BE ASSURED THAT ITS INVEST11ENT WILL BE PROTECTED. 
II. /iSSURANCE OF .PROTECTION_: 
ile GENERAL STATE1'1ENT RELATIVE TO 'THE PROTECTION BOTH 
PARTIES 0 
III. DESCRIPTION OF iREA: 
A. LocATION ~ AS TO LABOR~ TRANSPORTATION, HousiNG_, 
UTILITTES_, COJ111UNITY SERVICES_, 11ARKETS. 
B. SIZE - HININUH 100 ACRES. 
C. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 0 
1. TOPOGRAPHY - GRADES SHOULD NOT EXCEED 5%. 
2. ELEVATIONfl 
3. SOIL AND SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS. 
4. DRAINAGE. 
5. CLI11ATE. 
l 
l. 
r, 2 
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IV. FoRJ1 OF DEVELOPHENT AUTHORITY: 
Jl. QUASI-].JUBLIC DEVELOPNENT CORP. (NON-PROFIT). 
B. PUBLIC-PRIVATE CORPORATION~ 
V. CoNDITIONS oF FINANCING LEASE - SALE: 
ll. LAND INRPOVENENT INCLUDING SITE PREPARATION AND 
INSTALLATION OF UTILITIES AND SERVICES. 
B. LAND INPROVE11ENT AND CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS 
FOR LEASE-SALE. 
vi. TRANSPORTATION FAcrLITI~ijRE~Ir &.PASSENGER): 
.L~. EXISTING: TRUCK~ RAIL~ .L~IR_, !lATER (IF ABLE TO 
HANDLE LARGE BULl( PRODUCTS E. G• ~-lATER BORNE_, THIS 
CAN BE Il1PORTANT FACTOR)$ 
1. RouTEs. 
2. RATES. 
3. ScHEDULES. 
B. .."J:XPANSION POSSIBILITIES TO l1EET FUTURE NEEDS: 
1. TRUCK TERNINAL. 
2. RAIL SPURSo. 
VII. TYPE oF CoNCERNS TO BE .. ~TTRACTED: 
i.J.e JfANUFACTURING., 
B~ l/HOLESALE WITH OR WITHOUT RETAILING. 
C. ffAREHOUSING AND TERI1INAL FACILITIES. 
VIII. SERVICE FACILITIES TO BE PERNITTED: ...;.....;;;.~ ___ ......__._ -- . - --·--· ---------
GASOLINE 0 A UT0110 T IVE SERVICING. il. r • u. 
B. ]fOTOR REPAIR. 
c. ].J ASS ENGER BUS TER1'1INUS • 
D. BANICING. 
r 
l 
l 
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F. FIRE AND PoLICE PRoTECTION. 
G, UTILITY SuB-STATIONs. 
If. SEWAGE '11REAT11ENT PLANTS. 
IX. GENERAL DESIGN STANDARDS: 
x. 
./.J.. 
B. 
FLEXIBILITY OF LAYOUT - GOVERNED BY TOPOGRAPHY_, 
LAND-BUILDING RATIO_, LOCATION OF RAIL_, ACCESS 
ROADS_, PIERS AND/OR AIRPLANE LOADING FACILITIES. 
GRADING - l1AXI11U1'1 5% GRADES ON LOTS - LESS IN 
INTENSIVE USB A.~.'Ll.EA. 
c. STREETS - 11AJOR: 80 I - 100 t ~· R-O-ll 60 I PAVE11ENT. 
11INOR: 40 t - 60 1 ; fl-0-f:/ :JQ t PAVE11ENT. 
CoNSTRUCTION - HEAVY 0 
PROVISION FOR UTILITY INSTALLATION 
IN R-0-l/ STRIP. 
D9 RAIL LEADS - R-0-W PROVISIONS - 17 1 TO 33 1 HIN. 
Tj' 
_,_J • 
F. 
FREIGHT CAR l~SSEJYIBLY AREAS. 
GRADES_, CURVES_, ETC • ~ 11AXI!1U11 (TO BE DETER11INED 
BY RAILROAD C011PANY). 
!lATER SUPPLY - CENTRALLY PROVIDED. 
SEWERAGE - CENTRAL DISPOSAL AND TREATI1ENT OF 
SANITARY. 
WASTES - SPECIAL TflEAT11ENT FOR 
IN D US TRIA .T.1 WAS 'l'E' S • 
Go S'TORI1 DRAINAGE - .~.~DEQUATE SYSTE11 TO TAKE CARE 
OF ALL STORJ1 DRAINAGE. 
H • . E'LECTRIC POWER - SOURCES AND AlfOUNTS AVAILABLE.; 
RATES• 
PROTECTIVE CovENANT STANDARDS: 
THESE ARE I11POSED IN LIEU OF PROTECTIVE ZONING AND 
SHOULD INCLUDE: 
.L·~. STATEJIENT OF GENERAL PURPOSES. 
B. i~SSURANCE OF PROTECTION (BOTH PARTIES). 
C. DURATION OF COVENANT - SHOULD PROVIDE FOR EXTENSION 
OR JfODIFICATION BY HAJORITY VOTE OF LAND OR LEASE 
HOLDERS AFTER SPECIFIED NUNBER OF YEARS. 
D. ENFORCE11ENT. 
E. SPECIFIC CONDITIONS SHOULD INCLUDE: 
1. 'TYPES OF INDUSTRY: PROCESS OR USE SHOULD BE 
BASED UPON PERFORNANCE STANDARDS RATHER THAN A 
CLASSIFICATION OF INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES 0 THE 
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL ZoNING ConniTTEE HAS ouT-
LINED ELEVEN POINTS UPON WHICH PERFORJ1ANCE 11AY 
BE PRE-JUDGED~ THESE ARE: NOISE~ SNOKE~ ODOR 1 
DUST AND DIRT, NOXIOUS GASES, GLARE AND HEAT., 
FIRE HAZA .. T1,D_, INDUSTRIAL ll.ASTES~ TRANSPORTATION· 
AND TRAFFIC~ AESTHETICS~ PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS. 
2. PRELININARY PLANS SHOWING GENERAL DESIGN~ 
SITING, ETC., BEFORE FINAL AGREENENT. 
s. GENERAL STATE11ENT ON TYPES OF USES, .PROCESSES 
]-:> ER11 ITT ED I~ E. 11AN U FA C TURING , P R 0 CESS IN fi 0 F 
GOODS_, WAREHOUSING, PRODUCTION OF POWER_, 
STORAGE ASSOCIATED WITH 11.ANUFACTURE E. G. 
LUNBER~ COAL, SCRAPJ NINERALS, ETC. SUBJECT 
TO PERFORNANCE STANDARDS. RESIDENCES PRO-
HIBITED BUT CERTAIN C011PLE11ENTARY COJ111ERCIAL 
USES E,..Go BUS TERJIINAL_, TRUCK TERNINAL, BRANCH 
BANKING) RESTAURANT OR CAFETERIA, GASOLINE 
SALES, CENTRAL OFFICES PERHITTED UNDER SPECIAL 
CONDITIONSo 
4. CoNSTRUCTION AND P.uANT DESIGN - SHOULD cOVER 
HEIGHT~ TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION NATERIALS BOTH' 
FRONT AND SIDES, FIRE RESISTABILITY. 
5. LANDSCAPING: 
TREATliENT OF FRONT~ SIDES, ETC., PLANS APPROVED 
BY GRANTOR. 
6~ BUILDING SET-BACKS: 
FRONT SET-BACK- 50 FT~ · niN. 100FT. HAX. 
SIDE SET-BACK - 30 FEET. 
REAR SET-BACK - WHERE ABUTS ANOTHER SITE - 50FT. 
REAR SET-BACK - WHERE NO ABUTTER - 30 FEET. 
r 
[ 
l 
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7. 1:JABI(ING - PARKING AREAS NOT TO BE USED FOR STORAGE 
OF IfA TERIALS., TRAILERS., ETC • 
DEFINE SPECIAL AREAS FOR CUSTONER-VISITOR PARKING. 
RELATE L..,HPLOYEE PAR[(ING TO NUHBER OF El1PLOYEES 
I.E. 1 SP.LJ.CE PER EVERY 1 OR 1 :•~::_ EIIPLOYEES., BASED ON 
LARGEST SHIFT. 
No PARKING IN FRONT OF BUILDING. 
a. LOADING DocKs: 
]JaNE ON STREET FRONTAGES. 
SHOULD PROVIDE FOR FREIGHT CAR OR TRUCK TRAILER 
STORAGE. 
9. RATIO OF LAND .LJ.REA TO BuiLDING J~REA: 
.i.J. DEFINITE RATIO SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED 11INIJ1Ul1 4:1 -
11AXI1'1U11 3:1. 
10. RIGHT OF !lAY L'.ASE1fENTS: 
11. 
12 . 
13. 
flAIL LEAD RIGHT-OF-WAY TO INDUSTRIAL SITES IS NOST 
Il1PORTANT. SHOULD REQUI_RE APPROVAL OF GRANTOR AS 
TO LOCATION AND EFFECT ON ADJOINING PROPERTY. 
STORAGE FACILITIES: 
PROHIBIT PROLONGED OUT OF DOOR STORAGE# 
PROVIDE FOR TEHPORARY STORAGE OUT-OF-DOORS IN 
SPECIFIC LOCATION~ IN CASES WHERE NANUFACTURE 
REQUIRES .STOCK-PILING (OUTDOOR) OF 11ATERIALS, 
E. G• LUl1BER_, COAL_, 11INERAL, ETC.) SPECIAL 
PROVISION v.JILL HAVE TO BE 11ADE. 
!:'ASTlf: DISPOSAL: 
NORNAL SANITARY WASTES WILL BE TAKEN CARE OF BY 
GRANTOR IN CENTRAL SYSTE11~ GENERALLY SPEAKING 
INDUSTRIES WHICH CREATE LARGE QUANTITIES OF IN-
DUSTRIAL WASTES .SHOULD BE PROHIBITED. HOWEVER, 
SPECIAL DISPOSAL (LAGOONS_, ETC.) NAY BE POSSIBLE 
AND THE DOOR SHOULD NOT BE CLOSED. TIDE-WATER 
L 0 C A T I 0 N S 11A Y P R 0 VIDE S I HP L E 0 U T LET F 0 R lfA S S 
WASTE DISPOSAL" 
]JIPR 0 VEI1ENTS: 
(THIS .APPLIES TO INITIAL CONSTRUCTION AS ft./ELL AS 
l 
l 
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LATER ADDITIONS)~ GENERAL STANDARDS SHOULD BE 
SET UP, BUT FINAL APPROVAL SI-JOUW BE SUBJECT TO 
AGREElfENT BY GRANTOR, SPECIAL DEVICES I.E. 
WATER TOWERS, STORAGE TO'l-IERS., ETC 0 , SHOULD BE 
PROVIDED FOR AS A SPECIAL CONDITION. 
14. INDIVIDUAL PotlER PLANTS: 
CONTROL 11AY BE NECESSARY TO LI11IT OBJECTIONABLE 
SJ10[(E_, ODOR AND FU11ESa 
15. BILLBOARDS AND SIGNS: 
SHOULD BE LINI'J'ED TO SPECIFIC NU11BER AND SIZE_, BUT 
ADVE.FlTISING VALUE SHOULD NOT BE LOST SIGHT OF, 
16. FENCES AND !/ALLS, INCLUDING HEDGES OR SCREEN 
PLANTINGS: 
CAN B E EYESORES AND TRAFFIC HAZARDS; THEIR PLACEJ1ENT 
DESIGN SHOULD BE SUBJECT TO REVIEW AND APPROVAL BY 
GRAN TOR. 
17. lli N ERAL REsEnVLJ.TIONs: 
E XPLORATION A N D/OR DEVELOP11ENT SHOULD REl1AIN EX-
CLUSIVE RIGHT OF GRANTOR 0 
RE110VAL OF ANY NATERIALS SHOULD BE CLOSELY CON-
TROLLED • 
EXI!IBIT B 
INDUSTRIJ1.L ZOlVIl!G ST~~ND/lRDS 
THE WHOLE FIELD OF ZONING FOR I NDUSTRY IS UNDERGOING 
RADICAL CHANGES. IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THOSE CONCERNED 
WITH INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPNENT IN THEIR RESPECTIVE COHNU-
NITIES RECOGNIZE THESE CHANGES AND BE . PREPARED TO IN-
CORPORATE THEN INTO LOCAL ZONING LAWS. 
INDUSTRIAL USE OF LAND FOR YEARS HAS BEEN A STEP-
CHILD OF ZONING LAWS 0 INDUSTRIAL USES HAVE BEEN R.EL-
EGATED TO THE LEAST DESIRABLE AREAS., ZONING LAWS HAVE 
TRADITIONALLY REGARDED INDUSTRIAL USES AS HAVING AN 
ADVERSE EFFECT ON OT&~R PROPERTY VALUES. YET ZONING 
LAWS HAVE CONTINUED TO PER11IT OTHER USES IN INDUSTRIALLY 
ZONED AREAS; SUCH AS RESIDENCES, WAREHOUSES, RETAIL 
BUSINESS, ETCq~ WITH THE RESULT THAT THESE OTHER PER-
HITTED USES HAVE TIED UP THE BEST LANDS IN SUCH IN-
DUSTRIAL ZONES, EAVE S[(Y ROC.Y'ETED LAND VALUES AND HAVE 
DEVELOPED A CLINATE OF OBJECTIONS TO INDUSTRY IN AREAS 
WHERE SUCH INTERNIXTURE OF USES HAVE OCCURRED. 
OF COURSE~ IT SHOULD ALSO BE RECOGNIZED THAT ZONING 
FOR INDUSTRY IN THE PAST HAS PER11ITTED JfUCH NORE LAND 
TO BE ZONED TO THIS PURPOSE THAN COULD EVER BE UTILIZED• 
TODAY, IN ZONED CONNUNITIES, WE STILL FIND LARGE AREAS 
OF VACANT LAND ZONED FOR INDUSTRY~ WITH NOTHING BUT 
AN OCCASIONAL LOW COST RESIDENCE, A TENPORARY AGRI-
CULTURAL USE, OR A DUHP NAKING USE OF IT. 
TODAY 1S INDUSTRY NEEDS SITES WHICH SHOULD BE SE-
LECTED WITH THE GREATEST OF CARE. SITE SELECTION 
HUST CONSIDER THE ADEQUACY OF STREETS AND ROADS AND RAIL 
FACILITIES~ PARKING, UTILITIES, DRAINAGE, SLOPE~ AHONG 
OTHER THINGS. SUCH SITES NUST BE LINITED TO AN ACREAGE 
NO GREATER THAN REALISTIC AND PRACTICAL ANALYSIS INDI-
CATES WILL BE UTILIZED IN THE NEXT TEN OR FIFTEEN YEARS. 
THE ZONING FOR . SUCH AREAS SHOULD BE LINITED TO INDUS-
TRIAL USE ONLY. THE ZONING SHOULD FOLLOW A PLAN FOR 
DEVELOPHENT OF .THE ESSENTIAL STREETS AND ROADS, PARKING, 
BUILDING SET-BACKSJ LAND-BUILDING RATIOS~ UTILITIES, 
AND SHOULD INCLUDE PROVISIONS FOR THE CONTROL OF OB-
JECTIONABLE FACTORS AS NEASURED BY SPECIFIED STANDARDS 
OF PERFORNANCE. 
THE STANDARDS OF PERFORHANCE THROUGH WHICH INDUSTRIAL 
USES WILL BE GOVERNED SHOULD BE BASED UPON THE EXTERNAL 
EFFECTS RATHER THAN UPON SPECIFIC INDUSTRY TYPES. THE 
STANDARDS OF NE.ASURENENT SHOULD INCLUDE THE FACTORS OF: 
l 
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NOISE~ SNOKE~ ODOR~ DUST AND DIRT~ TOXIC GASES~ HEAT 
.AND GLARE 3 FIRE AND SAFETY~ SE~vAGE (INCLUDING INDUS..4 -
TRIAL WASTE)~ VIBRATION~ ELECTROl'l.AGNETIC INTERFERENCE~ 
RADIOACTIVE EHISSIONS. 
EACH OF THE ABOVE LISTED FACTORS CAN BE 11EASURED 
AS TO ITS EXTERNAL EFFECT ON ADJOINING PROPERTY AND A 
STANDARD OF l!E.ASURE CAN BE ESTABLISHED FOR EACH ONE 
IN THE ZONING ORDINANCE. 
IT IS REC01f11ENDED .A,LStJ THAT~ AS FAR .AS IS PRACTICABLE~ 
GOOD INDUSTRIAL SITE PLANNING BE FURTHER ENCOURAGED 
THROUGH THE .ACQUISITION OF AREAS BY LOCAL DEVELOP11ENT 
CORPORATI017S AND THE CONDITIONS OF USE SPELLED OUT IN 
SALE OR LEASE AGREElfENTS THROUGH USE OF PROTECTIVE 
COVENANTS OR DEED RESTJGICTIONS. 
THE lV.ATIONAL INDUSTRIAL ZoNING GoNniTTEE~ ORGANIZED 
IN 1.950_, HAS C011E UP WITH SPECIFICRECfJl1l1END.ATIONS REL-
ATIVE TO INDUSTRIAL ZONING. THE REPORT OF THE C01111IT-
TEE1 11PERFORJUJ...l!..2!£ ST.AND.AR.l2§.. IN INDUSTRIAL ZONING 11 SHOULD 
BECONE A REFERENCE HANDBOOK FOR EVERY LOCAL INDUSTRIAL . 
DEVELOPNENT GROUP. IT CAN BE OBTAINED FR'~lf THE 1ll1ERICAN 
SociETY OF PLANNING OFFICIALS~ 1313 EAST 60TH STREET_, 
CHICAGO~ ILLINOIS; ~R FR011 THE NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL 
ZoNING Gol111ITTEE~ 820 fluNTINGTON B.ANK BuiLDING~ l)oLun-
BUS~ OHIO. 
THE JViJ.TIOJViiL IJVDUSTRIAL ZOJVIJtJG G01'111ITTEE 
AnERIC.AN SociETY oF CIVIL ENGINEERS. 
i1.11ERIC.AN INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS. 
AssociATION OF STATE PLANNING AND DEVELOPNENT 1lOENCIES. 
ANEJJZCAN RAILWAY DEVELOPNENT ilSSOCIATION. 
ANERZC.AN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPlfENT COUNCIL. 
AnER!CAN SociETY OF PLANNING OFFICIALS. 
SociETY -'1F INDUSTRIAL REALTORs. 
r 
EXHIBIT C 
IJJFORl111 T I ON B U.LLET IJV 
THIS BULLETIN CONES TO YOU AS A JOINT EFFORT OF THE 
NAINE NUNICIPAL ~SSOCIATION AND THE STATE DEPARTNENT OF 
DEVELOPNENT oF INDUSTRY AND CoNNERCE~ 
INQUIRIES FR011 SEVERAL NUNICIP.A.LITI.ES RELATIVE TO 
PROPER WORDING FOR TOWN WARRANTS INDICATE A NEED FOR ·soJIE 
GUIDE IN THE NATTER ·-oF THE ESTABLISHNENT OF LOCAL PLANNING 
BO ARDS; TO APPROPRIATE FUNDS FOR BOARD PLANNING PURPOSES; 
TO PERNIT LOCAL PARTICIPATION IN FEDERALJ STATE OR REGION~ 
AL PL·ANNING E FFORTS.; AND TO FACILITATE LOCAL PRONOTIONAL 
AND/OR DEVELOPNENT PRO GRANSA THE FOLLOWIN G ARTICLES ARE 
SUGGESTED : 
Io EST11BLISiflllG A PLANlifili!G BOARD 
A RTICLE o To SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ACCEPT 
THE PR OVISIONS o;-THE REVISED STATUTES OF 1954, GHAP'J.lE11. 91J 
S E CTIONS 93-98 INCLUSIVE~ AND AUTHORIZE AND DIRECT THE BOARD 
OF SE·LECTJ1EN TO A PPOINT THE l1E11BERS OF THE PLANNING BOARD 
A ND THE BOARD OF APPEALS IN ACCORDANCE WI~H THE PROVISIONS 
OF S A ID SECTIONS~ AND ENPCft/ER TilE BOARD OF SELECT11EN TO 
ENTER INTO :CONTRACTS WI TH THE PROPER STATE AND FEDERAL 
AGENCIES FOR PLANNING PURPOSESQ 
NOTE: THE 1-:;UBLIC LAWS OF 1955~ CHAPTER 265, PERNITS 
VILLAGE C ORPORATIONS TO ESTABLISH PLANNING BOARDS 
UNDER THE SANE AUTHORITY$ 
IIo JiPPROPRI11TIOJV OF FUJTDS FOR PL11l!JVING A~!D ZOli!ING 
ARTICLE - -~ To SEE WHAT SUlf~ IF ANY., THE TOWN WILL 
VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FOR NUNICIPAL PLANNING AND 
ZONING 0 
BUDGET GO!fl1ITTED OR ]f UN I CIPAL OFFICERS RECOJ1!1END 
( • tP ______ • 
N OTE : 1~ GOOD RULE OF TI-IUHB TO USE IN APPROPRIATING 
FUNDS FOR PLANNING WOULD BE ABOUT 50¢ PER CAPITA. 
f 
l 
III. AUTHORIZliTIO~T FOR REGIONAL PLAN1'1IPJG 
ARTICLE • To SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ACCEPT 
THE PROVISIONS-oF THE PUBLIC LAfvS OF 1955J CHAPTER 42; FOR 
THE PURPOSE OF FOR11ING A REGIONAL PLANNING BOARD. 
IV. hUTJ!ORIZl~TIOJIT TO FilVillvC.E REGIOlv.tlL PLAP11VING 
hRTICLE ___ o To SEE WHAT SUN 3 IF ANY~ THE TOWN WILL 
VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FOR ITS SHARE OF THE SUPPORT 
OF THE REGIONAL PLANNING BOARDe 
BUDGET fJOJ1liiTTEE OR ]fUNICIPAL OFFICERS REC01111END 
rll 
yJ 81 
V. FU}!DS FOIC TO !IJ.V DEVi?LOPl!EJ\TT ilF!D/OR PRO!iOTIOJl 
ARTICLE __ 0 To SEE WHAT SU11_, IF ANY~ THE TOWN WILL 
VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FOR THE SUPPORT AND 11AINTENANCE 
OF A CHAJ1BER OF COJINERCE OR BOARD OF TRADE TO PR0110TE THE 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOP11ENT OF THE TOliN• 
BuDGET Col1NITTEE OR HuNICIPAL OFFICERS RECON11END 
ch cp _____ • 
}[OTE: THE REVISED STATUTES OF 1954., GHAPTIER 91.J 
SECTION 102, PER11ITS CITIES AND TOlvNS TO RAISE 
110NEY FOR THE SUPPORT AND 11AINTENAN CE OF CHANBERS 
OF COlfliERCE AND BOARDS OF TRADEi' TlliS STATUTE 
FIXES NO LI11IT ON THE Al10UNT THAT 11AY BE RA.TSEDG 
ARTICLE ~ To SE.l!) WHAT SUN., IF ANY.) THE TOWN 
'v!ILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE FOR THE PURPOSE OF AD-
VERTISING ITS NATURAL RESOURCES_, ADVANTAGES AND ATTRACTIONS 0 
BUDGET C011HITTEE OR 11UNICIPAL OFFICERS REC01111END 
0'> cp _ _ ___ • 
]ifoTE: 'PI-IE REVISED ,.)TATUTES oF 1954-_, CHAPTER 91~ 
SECTION 108~ AS ANENDED BY THE PUBLIC LAWS OF 1955J 
G HA P T ER 31.-~ PE .. T:&l1 ITS CITIES AND T 0 WN S T 0 A P P R 0 P RIA 'l'E 
UP TO TWO 11ILLS ON THE DOLLAR, BASED ON THE LOCAL 
TO~vN VALUATION FOR THE ABOVE PURPOSES 8 
f EX!fiBIT D 
SELECTED R.TlJ?JlliDNCIJS FOR PLAJViVI;VG illlfD IJVDUSTRI/1L DEVELOPJ1EJVT 
SE1iPORTS Ill ILJ.IllE: 
AN EcoNONIC STUDY~ -
HENRY AusTIN PEcK. 
UN}'VERSITY OF l'i.AINE BULLETIN -
DECEfiBER 20., 1955. 
ORG~1Jt!IZED IlJDUSTRI.LlL DISTRICTS: 
T !/' p . ("< T T ('I DE D T 0 F r: A ~;~ _ A o lfA • u • 0 • 1 , ct 
C0!1l".TERCE _, OFFICE OF TECHNICAL 
SERVICESo JUNE., 195·J-. 
P ERFOR11!J.NCE S T.tl}.!D .~. ~l1D S I1V I1V-
DUSTRIJiL ZOJJIJ!G: 
AnERICAN SociETY oF PLANNING 
OFFICIALS_, 1513 E· SOTH ST._, 
CHICAGO_, ILLINOIS~ 1953. 
SP~~CE FOR IlVDUSTRY:-
TEc H. BuLL. ;/-25 _ 
URBAN LAND I1'1STITUTE, !lASHING-
TON_, D.C. JuLY, 195 ,1-. 
PLJ:Jt!}!ED Il!DUSTRY DISTRICTS: 
TECH. BULL ·j:~19 
URBAN LAND INSTITUTE, 
t!ASHINGTON, D .. c9 - OcT._, 1952. 
TRUCK L0"1DI1JG: 
BuTLER BuiLDING }!Ews, 
JAN.-FEB. 195tJ 
!J.JIERICAN TRUCI(ING ilSSOCIATION 
PROTECTION. OF JJ{DUSTRJi:L LAJVD 
THRU ZOJVIJJG: 
HAROLD V. HILLER - 1955, 
TENNESSEE PLANNING CoHniSSION. 
REGIOll1~L PL.i~JTliiJvG SJil/J.BLIJ\fG ilGT: 
11AINE CHAPTER 4.-2, PUBLIC LAWS 
OF ffAINE_, 1955. 
11UNICI1?L~L PL1:JlflviJvG J:}JD ZOJl!IlvG 
~~C21 : - fjAINE CHAPTER 91_, SEc, 
TIONS 93-98 REVISED STATUTES 
]fAINE 1954-. 
PLi~Nil!IlvG .!.~JJD ZOJJilvG FOR IL~IJI!E 
11UJVICJ.L'9J~LITIES: 
o.c. JloRNELL, BowDOIN CoLLEGE) 
BRUNSWICK_, NAINE. DECENBER~195[ 
•, . 
LOC.~:L PLJ~.llfP!IlvG AJ.!D ZONIJJG: 
STATE OF JiiEW YoRK., DEPT. 
OF CoJJNERCE, 1955. 
URB1liV D.f:V:SLOPliEJtlT GUJDjj"'BOOX: 
CHANBER OF CON11ERCE OF THE 
u.s .. ) !l.AslilNGToN s, D.c. 
]If 0 VE!iBER _, 1955. 
C~ 0111- -r. . n T., • 0 : nn P Tf'SS • )_:; .tl ~ v D .L J. 1J 1 J. .u .1. u .w • 
BY GusTAV E. LARSON_, U.S. 
DEPARTNENT OF ConnERCE~ 
!lASHING ToN_, D.c._, Iva vEnEER, 
1955. 
Ji GUIDE TO URBi:lv PLAFIJTIJVG i1S-
SIS17i~lVC1~ GRi"~NTS: 
HousiNG AND HonE FINANCE 
ii G EN C Y., !/ASH IN G T 0 N _, D. C. 
FEBRUARY, 1955. 
HOW FEDiiR.L:L PLJJ.NNilvG 1liD !/ILL 
lvORK IJV l1i~INE: 
SuLo J. TANI - liAINE TowNSJ1AN_, 
FEBRUARY_, 1956. 
IliDUSTRJ1:L -ZOJVI1VG ST ilND.i~RDS: 
INFO. BuLL.,:~ 78 _, J~NERICAN Soc. 
PLANNING OFFICIALS, CHICAGO_, 
ILL. SEPTE11BER) 1955. 
l 
B1lSIC INDUSTRIAL LOC.~~TIOl:J F/J.C-
TORS: 
GuiDE FOR EvALUATING 1l N 1i REA 's 
RESOURCES FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVEL-
OPNENT: u.s. DEPT. OF COJ111ERCE 
JuNE., 1947., U.S. GovT. PRINTING 
OFFICE ,25 CENTS 0 
CITY 1lli!D REGIONiJ.L PLAlJNIJI!G: 
RoGER L. CREIGHTON IN NAINE 
J1 UN I C I PAL 1i S S 0 CIA T I 0 N YEAR 
BooK ... 1955. 
CITY PL1~1VJVIJVG -~ ~ JVD URB1~JV 
DEVELOPllE]IJT: 
CHANBER OF C O!lHERCE OF THE 
UNITED STATE S., 1 315 " fill 
STREET., iV. u. ~ flASHIN G TON 6., 
D.C. 47 PP, - 1 952 - .30 CENTS. 
PLJ1 NJIJING FOR TIIE SlL1LL .~~11ERIC1~JV 
CITY: 
RussELL VAN JVEsT B LACK, PuBLIC 
.tl DNINISTRATION SERVICE ., 
1313 E AST 60 TH S T • ., C HICAGO_, 
37., ILL. 86 PP. - 1944- $1.00. 
ZQjlfiNG AlvD CIVIC DEVELOP11ElllT: 
CHA11BER OF CoN NERCE OF THE 
u.s_ WAsHINGT ON 6, D.c. 
43 PP. - 1 .950 -.30 CENTS, 
PL/1.NNING THE JvJJ:IGJ!BORiiOOD: 
PUBLIC A DNIN I S TRATION SERVICE 
1313 EAST GO TH ST • ., C HICAGO 37., 
ILL, 90 PP, - 1948 - $2.50. 
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SUGGI:STED L11ND SUBDIVISION 
COlJTR OL REGULi~ T I01VS: 
HousiNG AND HonE FINANCE .i~ GENCY 
liASHINGTON., D.C. 
i:CTIOJ\f FOR CITIES: 
11 GUIDE FOR CoHl1UNITY PLANNING 
PuBLIC .tlDiiiNISTRATION SERVICE, · 
1313 £ , GOTH STo., CHICAGO_, ILL, 
$'1. 00 
PL/J.JVJVI 1!G -~~iVD CIVIC DEVELOPJ!EJvr: 
UNITE .'fJ STATES CHANBER oF Co11-
NERCE_, 1 ·515 If STREET, Jvf! ., 
liAS I-I ING TON., D.c. 
liO!L!J) BUILDERS l111 JVU.~~L FOR L1lJVD 
D -r• V :·•'L OP- _ .,ilJT .c _,s Jl£1, : 
ArATIONAL .~ : ssociATION oF 
HonE BuiLDERS., 1028 
CONNECT I CUT ~: VE • ., j:Jl/., 
I! AsH IN G TON ., D • c. 
llfi~ TIOJVilL BUILDING COD~,: 
NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDER-
WRITERS; 85 JOHN ST.~ NEW 
YOR[( 58 , jlf .Y • 
.~~BRIDGED BUILDillfG CODE: 
BuiLDING OFFICIALS CoNFERENCE 
OF J~NERICA., INC~, 51 EAST 
42Nn ST .• ., }fEw YoRK 17., N.Y. 
l 
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U,S. DEPjiRTlfEJVT OF C01111ERCE 
BooKLETS AND SERVICE 
BUSI11ESS S .TJ:RVICE BULLETifii: SnALL BusiNESS .iiD11INISTRATION~ 
131 STATE · STREET., BosTON 9., lfAss. 1i SERIES OF OVER 125 
BULLETINS~ EACH LISTING INFOR11ATION SOURCES CONCERNING 
A SPECIFIC TYPE OF BUSINESS_, FOR EXANPLE: SHOPPING 
CENTERS, Jjo TEL P£ANNING, }fEw PRODucT DEVELO P11ENT AND 
SALE., CAPITAL REQUIRENENTS OF A RETAIL FAR11 EQUIP11ENT 
BusiNEss, HoTELS - 1953 OPERATING RATios, PLASTIC lfATERIALS. 
DISTRIBUTioJr D.l·~T11 GUIDE: I~'oNTHLY; 1: LISTING oF GovERN11ENT AND 
NON-GOVERNHENT 11ATERIAL IN THE FIELD OF DISTRIBUTION AND 
NARKETING $2.00 PER YEAR. 
PliTE]!JT l~BSTR.l~CT SERIIJ;S: LISTING GOVERNNENT-OWNED LICENSE AVAIL-
ABLE FOR LICENSE;~ SEVEN Booxs. GovERNNENT PATENT BoARD_, 151 
STATE STREE'l'.~ BosTON 9., 11.Ass. 
r 
r 
.F:XHIBIT _g 
Il!STRUCTJO}! S 
Co1111UNITY LABOR FoRcE SuRVEY 
]ifoTE: ONE COPY oF· INSTRUCTIONS FOR EACH 11El1BER OF LABOR FORCE 
SURVEY TEA11. 
PURPOSE OF SURVCY: 
THE l10ST IllPORTANT THING THAT lf.AINE BAS TO OFFER PROS-
PECTIVE INDUSTRY O.H BUSINESS IS THE SKILLS~ BRAINS AND lt/ILLING-
NESS OF ITS PEOPLE~ TilE ONLY WAY WE CAN 11EASURE THESE SKILLS 
IS BY PERSONAL CONTACT v!ITH EVERY HOUSEHOLD IN THE COJ-111UNITY 
AND IN THE STATE. ]F WE ARE TO CREATE NEW JOBS_, WE l1UST KNOW 
WHAT TYPES OF JOBS OUR PEOPLE ARE BEST FITTED FOR AND HOW 11ANY 
PEOPLE ARE AVAILA.:3L.:'E TO FILL THOSE JOBS. 
1/'HO IS TO p ., no· TTT:"!p ;-;lT) T) 'tr 11UR T!T/'f. JJ _,..J v v D.·~ (., ~~ J_J j_; .l 0 . v v· )_; • 
EVERY PERSON IN 'J.lHE COJ111UNITY _, WHO IS E11PLOYED _; OR WAS 
OR 11IGHT BE AVAIDABLE FOR EliPLOYliENT _, SHOULD BE REC011DED ON A 
SEP.i:..RATE FORH. THIS [;/ILL INC .LUDE EVERY 1'IE11BER OF .A HOUSEHOLD 
WHO IS: 
1. 
2. 
.,., 
~llPLOYED LOCALLY OR ELSEWHERE. 
REGISTERED AS UNEMPLOYED. 
3. rfiLLING TO WOR:C J;IERE A SPECIFIC JOB AVAILABLE. 
4. STUDENT (JfiGH SCHOOL OF., COLLEGE) AND WILL BE 
A VAI LA DL E FOR EliPL OYHENT IN THE HE.A.Fl FUTURE. 
5. IN THE .!~R .T1BD FOFlCES .AND [;/ILL £3E AVAILABLE IN NEAR 
FUD.1 URE • 
IN BLOC :: AT THE HEAD OF TilE SURVEY FORJf IS A SPACE FOR 
OBTAINING DATA ON TilE CURR .:I:NT POPULA 'I' IO l l 0 1~' 'l'HE C01111UNITY. 
THIS SHOULD BE FIL.T.1ED IN ONLY Ol'TCE FO!l. EACH HOUSEHOLD_, EVEN 
THOUGH THERE I :.-AY BE TflO_, TI-n:r,EE OR N ORE El1PLOYED OR EMPLOYABLE 
IN THE HOUSEHOLD. 
ORGi~lv IZ.t~ T IOiJ : 
1: SPECIAL CO JfliiTTEE: SHOULD BE ORGANIZED IN EACH COlflfUNITY 
FOR THE PURPOSE O.Ti' THB SURVEY. TnE COJ111ITTEE SHOULD BE OR-
r 
GANIZED INTO TEAlf.S_, EACH TEA11 COVERING A GIVEN SECTION OF THE 
CITY OR TOT4N. GACH lfE11BER OF THE TEAH SHOULD BE ASSIGNED 
SPECIFIC STREETS 01?. PORTIONS OF STREETS AND SHOULD CONTACT 
EVERY HOUSSHOLD. JF POSSIBLE~ LINIT THE NU11BER OF CONTACTS 
PER TEAli l1E11BER TO NOT 110RE THAN 20. 
IF A NAP OF THE C011NUNITY IS AVAILABLE> SECTION OFF THE 
TOWN ASSIGNING DACH TEA11 A SPECIFIC AREA. 'PEAl1S NAY CONSIST 
OF FROH TEN TO FIFTEEN PEOPLE. 
ORGANIZE EFFORTS IN SURROUNDING TOWNS FR011 WHICH LABOR 
11AY BE DRAWl!. 
P DOv~"'~T?j_DTTP i-?. 1 ~ .1.J U j_ U.!-1 • 
THE CENSUS TAI(E11.. WILL AS:C THE QUESTIONS_, EXPLAINING THAT 
THE INFORNATION IS CONFIDENTIAL AND vll-IY THE INFOR11ATION IS 
NEEDED AND HOW IT WILL BE USED. 
To .ASSURE .t1CCURACY_, THE CENSUS TA!CER SHOULD ~RECORD ALL 
INFOR11ATION. Do NOT LEAVE THE FO.FUl BE_HIND TO BE FILLED OUT. 
IF THE CONTACT REFUSES TO GIVE INFORiiATION _, FILL THE ... H'ORN IN 
AS BEST YOU CAN, INDICATING THIS FACTOR ON TOP OF PAGE_, 
PREFERABLY WITH A CRAYON. 
BUSI~:T"SS '"",TD I"'-D. UStT 0 I .L Tl v·p-- T:lnJ "71',...., f,1 .i!J iiliJ. JV .1. & ..:.L Lit Dh JJJl v/~ : 
THIS SECTION IS INTENDED TO SHOW WHAT DIFFERENT OCCUPA-
TIONS THE INDIVIDUAL HAS EXPERIENCE OR SKILLS IN. IF 110RE 
THAN ONE DIFFERENT TYPE JOB_, INDICATE EACH ONE. 
lL~P LOGj~TIOJV CODE: 
TEAl'! CAPTAIN - ON THE UPPER RIGI:IT HAND CORNER IS A SPACE 
TO 1?-ECORD THE BLOC[( NUHBER_, THE HOUSEHOLD NU11BER AND NUl1BER OF 
PEOPLE FOR IvHON QUESTIONAIRES viERE FILLED OUT FOR IN EACH 
H 0 USE. T H. E T E Aii C A PTA IN CAN IN D I C A 'l'E T l1 E B L 0 C [( N U liB ER T 0 
CORRESPOND WITH THE BLOCK SI!OWN ON 1'1AP. THE CENSUS TAKER WILL 
RECORD IN - CONSECUTIVE ORDER EACH HOUSEHOLD AND NU11BER OF PEOPLE 
FOR WHOJI QUESTIOl'!AIRES vlERE FILLED OUT. 
Trro F f. r,rJTY r~rn "'7JLTT F·rl·Iry HOUS'"~. t·l - iiJ.l J...J .~. ... JY .v 1.1 1.- ..,.~."- J..J , !JD. 
GElVSUS TATCER SHOULD PENCIL IN ON UPPER LEFT HAND CORNER, 
WHETHER QUESTIONAIRE IS ONE FAl1ILY_, TWO FANILY, THREE FA11ILY, 
r 
·:-·1 I . 
.i) -0 
1E2'C. ~ HOUSE. 
OCCUPATIO}! & BUS.IiTCSS EXPJ!:RIEJ!GE DEFI11/ITJO}!S: 
]VOTE: THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBES THE NINE 11AJOR AREAS OF EcoN011IC 
ACTIVITY WHICH CAN BE USED AS A GUIDE IN FILLING IN 
THE BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL EXPERIENCE SECTION. 
1. iJ.GRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHERIES: 
JiGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS CONSIST OF TH.TJ: PRODUCTION 
OF CROPS OR PDANTS~ VINES_, AND TREES (EXCLUDING FOR1ESTRY 
OPERATIONS): OR THE KEEPING_, GRAZING_, OR FEEDING OF 
LIVESTOCK FOR ANINAL PRODUCTS (INCLUDING SERUNS), ANI-
NAL INCREASE, OR VALUE INCREASE. 27HIS DIVISION ALSO 
INCLUDES ACTIVITIES CLOSELY RELATED TO AGRICULTURE_, 
SUCH AS DRY LOT OR FAR11 DAIRIES, NURSERIES_, GREENHOUSES, 
POULTRY HATCHERIES_, FUR FARNS_, 11USI-1R0011 CELLARS_, APIAR-
IES AND CRANBERRY BOGS. 
THE CLASSIFICATION OF AGRICULTURE ALSO INCLUDES 
AGRICULTURAL SERVICES_, ANI11AL HUSBANDRY SERVICES_, AND 
OTHER OPERATIONS SUCH .AS HUNTING, TRAPPING_, AND GANE 
PROPAGATION, WHEN CARRIED ON AS BUSINESS ENTERPRISES• 
THE CLASSIFICATION OF FORESTRY COVERS TINBER TRACTS., 
FOREST NURSERIES_, REFORESTATION~ AND THE GATHERING OF 
GUNS AND BARKS_, AS T;-/ELL AS OTHER SERVICES AND NISCEIJLA-
NEOUS OPERATIONS CONNECTED WITH FORESTRY. LOGGIJ:.G CA11PS. 
AND LOGGING CONTRACTORS ARE CLASSIFIED IN flANUFACTURING~ 
THE CLASSIFICATION OF FISHERIES COVERS FISHERY 
OPERATIONS_, LOBSTERING_, CLA/1 DIGGING., FISH FAR11S_, AND 
RELATED SERVICES SUCH AS FISH HATCHERIES AND FROG FAR11S• 
THE CANNING, FREEZING AND OTHER FISH PROCESSING ARE 
CLASSIFIED UNDER J'fANUFACTURING. 
IJ. liiNING AND QUARRYING 0 
THIS DIVISION INCLUDES ALL ESTABLISHNENTS PRI11ARILY 
ENGAGED IN 11INING. ]fiNING IS HERE USED IN THE BROAD 
SENSE TO INCLUDE THE EXTRACTION OF HINERALS OCCURRING 
NATURALLY: THE TER11 1111INING 11 IS ALSO USED IN THE BROAD 
SENSE TO INCLUDE QUARRYING~ HILLING (CRUSHING, SCREEN-
ING~ ETC.)~ AND OTHER PREPARATION NEEDED TO RENDER THE 
11ATERIAL 11AR!CETABLE 0 EXPLOJtATION AND DEVELOP11ENT OF 
11INERAL PROPERTIES ARE INCLUDED. 
/ 
l 
l 
l 
l 
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THE PURIFICATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF WATER IS IN-
CLUD .!ED UNDER U'PILITIES ~· THE HARVESTING AND STORAGE OF 
NATURAL ICE~ THE CRUSHING~ GRINDING~ OR OTHERWISE TREAT-
ING OF CER 2'AIN EARTHS~ ROCICS AJlD 11INERALS NOT IN CON-
JUNCTION WITH HINING ACTIVITIES ARE .INCLUDED UNDER ]fANU-
FACTURING;;· BO'l'TLING AND DISTRIBUTING NATURAL SPRING AND 
11INEIGAL ~IA'PERS ARE INCLUDED UNDER ltETAIL OR WHOLESALE. 
III, CONSTRUCTION: 
THIS DIVISION INCLUDES ESTABLISH11ENTS PRI11ARILY EN-
GAGED IN CONSTRUCTION. THE TERl'I "coNSTRUCTION" INCLUDES 
NEW WOJ1. ~(~ ADDITIONS~ ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS. THREE 
BROAD TYPES OF CONS'1'RUCTION AC21 IVITY ARE COVERED~· NAliELY, 
(1) BUILDING CONSTRUCTION BY GENERAl.) CONTRACTORS~ 
(2) 0Tl1E1i. CONST.TiUCTION BY GENERAL CONTRACTORS~ AND 
( 3) C 0 N S 21R U C T I 0 N B Y SPECIAL TRADE SPECIALISTS • 
SPECIAL TRADE CONTRACTORS ARE PRI11ARILY ENGAGED IN 
SPTECIALIZED CONST11UCTION ACTIVITIES SUCH AS PLU11BING~ 
PAINTING~ ELECTRICAL WORJ(, AND CARPENTRY. 
OPERATIVE BUILDERS WHO BUILD ON THEIR OWN ACCOUNT 
FOR RESALE OR LEASE~ AND INVES 'l'HENT BUILDINGS WHO BUILD 
STRUC'J.lURES ON THEIR 0!-.!N .ACCOUNT FOR RENTAL~ ARE CLASSI-
FIED IN flEAL EsTATE. 
CONSTRUCTION WORIC PERFORJ1ED BY AN ESTABLISH11ENT :-
PRIJ1ARILY ENGAGED IN SOJ1E BUSINESS OTHER THAN CONSTRUC-
TION, FOR ITS OWN ACCOUNT AND USE AND BY ITS Ov!N El1-
PLOYEES IS NOT INCLUDED IN THIS DIVISION BUT IS CLASSI-
FIED ACCORDING TO THE PRINCIPAL ACTIVITY NORNALLY CARRIED 
ON IN TilE ESTABLISHHENT OR WHICH WILL BE CONDUCTED AT 
THE SITE !-./HEN THE CONSTRUCTION V.IOR tC IS COJ1PLETED. 
IV. flANUFACTURING: 
THE 11ANUFACTURING DIVISION INCLUDES THOSE ESTABLISH-
11ENTS ENGAGED IN THE JiECHANI CAL O.Ft CHE11I CAL TRANSFORliA-
TION OF INORGANIC OR ORGANIC SUBSTANCES INTO NEW PRODUCTS 
AND USUALLY DESCRIBED AS PLANTS, FACTORIES, OR HILLS~ 
WHICH CHARACTE_RISTICALLY USE POli'/ER-DRIVEN l1ACHINES AND 
I1ATERIA .GS-HANDLIHG EQUIP11ENT. EsTABLISHHENTS ENGAGED 
IN ASSEIIBLING C011PONENT PARTS OF 11ANUFACTURED PRODUCTS 
.ARE ALSO CONSIDERED N.!iNUFACTURING IF THE NEW PRODUCT 
IS NEITHER A STRUCTURE NOR OTHER FIXED Il1PROVEJ1ENT. 
I 
l 
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JfANUFACTURING INDUST.TiiES INCLUDE THE FOLDO~IING GROUPS: 
ORDNANCE AND -': ccEsso.Tt-Izs. 
FooD AND ~INDRED PRODUCTs. 
TEXTILE liiLL 1°RODUCTS. 
.l~PPAREL AND OTHER FINISHED 
PRODUCTS 11ADE FROli FAB.FiiCS AND 
SIJ1ILAR NATERIALS. 
LuHBER AND T/ooD PRODUCTS. 
(ExcEPT FURNITURE). 
FuRNITURE AND FI X'l'U1=tES . 
PAPER AND .LlLLIED J.DRODUCTS. 
PRINTING, PuBLIS HING, AND 
h LLIED INDUSTRIES. 
CHENICALS AND .I.~LLI~D PRODUCTS. 
PRODUCTS OF PETROL EUJF AND COAL. 
LEATHER AND LEATHER PRODUCTS. 
PRIHARY l!E TAL INDUSTRIES. 
}i'EBRICATED ]fETAL PRODUCTS 
(EXCEPT ORDNANCE, NACHINERY, 
AND TRANSPOR'l'ATION EQUIPNENT) . 
J1ACHINERY (EXCEPT E LECTRICAL) . 
ELECTRICAL lfACHINERY , EQUIPNENTJ 
(AND SUPPLIED) . 
TRANSPORTATION EQUIPNENT. 
PROFESSIONAL, SciENTIFic, AND 
CONTROLLING INSTR Ul1ENTS; PRO TO-
GRAPHIC AND OPTICAL Goons; 
!.IATCB.ES AND CLOCKS . 
lfiSCELLANEOUS IiANUFACTURING 
INDUSTRIES. 
V. TRANSPORTATION, CoJ'i11UNICATION, AND OTHER J.DUBLIC 
UTILITIES: 
THIS DIVISION INCLUDES ENTERPRISES ENGAGED IN 
PASSDNGEli- AND FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION BY RAILWAY, 
I-JIG.riW"'~Y, vlA~TER, OR AIR, OFl FURNISHING SERVICZS 
RELATEIJ TO T.;:'?,AllSPORTATION; PETJ"iOLEUli PIPE LINE 
TRANSPORTATION .7. WAREHOUSING .; TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH 
SERVICES.; AND THE SUPPLYING OF ELECTRICITY, GAS~ 
STEA.l1 V.!.ATER, OTt SANITARY SERVICES. INDUSTRIES 
ASSIGNED TO THIS DIVISION ARE TO A LARGE EXTENT 
REGARDED LEGALLY AS HAVING A SE1ii-PUBLIC CHARACTER. 
liOST OF THE ESTABLISH11ENTS INCLUDED ARE REGULATED 
BY COHHISSIONS OR OTHER PUBLIC AUTHORITIES AS TO 
THE RATES OR PRICES THEY HAY CHARGE AND THE SERVICES 
"THEY HAY RENDER. THE WD_R[{ERS AND PHYSICAL FACILITIES 
OF AN ENTEI-1-PRISE CLASSIFIABLE IN THIS DIVISION ARE 
OFTE.l'.J DISTRIBUTED OVER AN EXTENSIVE GEOGR..hPHIC AREA. 
VI. TRADES - !lHOL .'::SALE AND RETAIL: 
!/!-I OJJES.ALE INCLUDES ESTABLISHJIENTS OR PLACES OF 
BUSINEDS PRii1ARILY ENGAGED IN SEDDING l1ERCH/iNDISE 
' TO FlETAILERS_.; TO INDUSTRIAL, CONNERCIAL, INSTITU-
TIONAL, OR PROFESSIONAL USERS~· OR TO OTHER WH.OLE-
SAIJERS .J. OR .ACTING AS AGENTS IN BUYING 11ERCHANDISE 
FOFl ~ OR S E LLING JfER CHAND I SZ TO SUCH PERSONS OR COJI-
PANIES. 
l 
l 
L 
IN ADDITION TO SELLING_, FUNCTIONS FREQUENTLY 
PEFlFOR!fED BY viHOLESALE ESTABLISHJ'fENTS INCLUDE 
NAINTAINING INVENTORIES OF GOODS; EXTENDING CREDIT; 
PHYSICALLY ASSEHBLING_, SORTING_, AND GRADING GOODS 
IN L.1~RGE LOTS; BREAKING BUL!( AND REDISTRIBUTION IN 
SHALLER LOTS.; DELIVERY.; REGRIGERATION; AND VARIOUS 
TYPES OF PROHOTION _, SUCH AS ADVERTISING AND LABEL 
DESIGNING. 
RETAIL TRADE INCLUDES ESTABLISHNENTS ENGAGED IN 
SELI.~ING liEFtCHANDISE FOR PERSONAL_, HOUSEHOLD., OR FARN 
C01\TSU11PTION _, AND RENDERING SERVICES INCIDENTAL TO 
THE SALE OF THE GOODS. 
EsTABLISHJIENTS ENGAGED IN SELLING TO THE GENERAL 
PUBLIC_, FR011 DIS PLAYED JIER CHAND I SE., PRODUCTS SUCH 
AS :l'YPEWI1ITERS_, STATIONER}.'_, OR GASOLINE_, ARE CLASSI-
FIED IN RETAIL TRADE EVEN THOUGH. SUCH PRODUCTS 11AY 
NOT BE USED FOR PERSONAL OR HOUSEHOLD CONSUNPTION. 
f{OT.4EVER_, ESTABLISHNENTS THAT SELL THESE PRODUCTS 
Oi!LY 'PO INSTITUTIONAL OR IlVDUSTRIAI.~ USERS_, AND ES-
TABLISilHENTS TEAT SELL SIHILAR JJE11-CHANDISE FOn USE 
E .KCLUSIVELY BY BUSINES.S ESTABLISHNENTS ARE NOT 
CLASSIFIED IN RETAIL TRADE. 
VII.. FINANCE_, INSURANCE_, AND REAL .?::sTATE: 
THIS DIVISION CONPRISES ESTABLISHNENTS OPERATING 
p]:r,IHARILY IN THE FIELDS OF FINANCE_, INSU.RANCE ~ AND 
REAL ESTATE. FINANCE INCLUDES BANKS AND TRUST 
COJ1PANIES_, CREDIT AGENCIES OTHER THAN BANKS_, HOLDING 
(BUT PREDOJ1INANTLY OPERATING) COJ1PANIES_, OTHER 
INVES'l'HENT C011PANIES_, BROKERS AND DEALERS IN SECUR-
ITIES AND CONJIODITY CONTRACTS_, AND SECURITY AND 
COJ1JiODITY EXCHANGES. INSURANCE COVERS CARRIERS OF 
ALL TYPES OF INSURANCE_, AND INSURANCE AGENTS AND 
BROltERS. REAL ESTA'TE INCLUDES OYNERS_, LESSORS_, 
LESSEES_, BUYERS_, SELLERS_, AGENTS_, AND DEVELOPERS 
OF REAL ESTATE. 
VIII. SE.Fl VICES: 
THIS DIVISION INCLUDES ESTABLISHJ1ENTS PRIJJARILY 
ENGAGED IN RENDERING A WIDE VARIETY OF SERVICES TO 
INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS ESTABLISJINENTS. ]{OTELS AND 
0 THER L O.OG ING PLACES~· ESTABLI SJDJENTS PRO VI DING 
PERSONAL) BUSINESS_, .REPAIJ1_, AND A11USEl1ENT SEHVICES>· 
.l'1EDICAL_, LEGAL_, ENGINEERING_, AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES.; EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS:.· NON-PROFIT JIEN-
BERSHIP OJ?,GANIZATIONS .) • .r1ND OTHER NISCELLANEOUS 
E-7 
SERVICES ARE INCLUDED. 
IX. GOVERNHENT: 
THIS HAJOR GROUP COVERS FEDERAL_, STATE_, AND LOCAL 
GOVERNJJENTS_, AND INCLUDES TEACHERS_, HIGHWAY viORKERS~ 
AND ALL OTHERS ON THE PUBLIC PAYROLLS. 
X. OTHER: 
INCLUDED IN THIS GROUP ARE ANY OCCUPATIONS NOT 
OTHERWISE COVERED. 
I : 
EXHIBIT F 
LABOR FORCE SUR\~ 
Map Location Code 
Confidential Information Block No. Household 
No. Sheets 
----
NAME: 
-------------Male D Female 0 Date ________ 1956 ___ _ 
ADDRESS: Community: 
------------------------- --------------------------
Special Population Data - Fill out only one for each separate household 
Total Number of People in Household 
5 yrs. and under Male Female 
6 yrs. to 14 yrs. Male Female 
15 yrs. to 18 yrs. Male Female 
19 yrs. and over Male Female 
(18-25) 0 (26-35) 0 (36-45) 0 Married 0 Dependents (No.) Q 
Age Group: l'.1ari tal 
(46-55) 0 (56-65) 0 (66-75) 0 Status: 
Present 
Occupation: 
Single 0 Other 0 
Native Born: 
(state) 
Employer: Foreign Born: 
--------~(n_am __ e~)-------------- (country) 
Location: 
Are you available for employment? Yes Q No 0 Type of work desired ------
This information will be kept in strictest confidence 
r 
r 
I 
EXHIBIT F - II 
Remarks: (If you have other trades or skills in which you have received 
training, for example, special training in the military service, 
but have never actual~ used in industry, please describe.) 
MAINE STATE DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOP:i,1ENT 
OF INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE 
~ ~ 
JANUARY 1, 1956 -f>t4 
INDEX OF BUILDING COSTS 
MORTON C. TUTTLE co. ~ 
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li SSISTi~iVCE Ill ORGJJlJIZING CH1ll1BERS OF COffl1ERCE 
THE NAINE STATE CHAHBER oF ConnERCE HAS FOR YEARS AS-
SISTED IN ORGANIZING LOCAL CHAHBERS OF COHNERCE. 
IT IS REC01111ENDED THAT THOSE COJ1!!UNITIES WHICH WISH TO 
ORGANIZE LOCAL WORKING GROUPS FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPNENT AND 
CAN USE PLANNING AND DIRECTIONAL HELP CONTACT EITHER THE 
STATE CHANBER OFFICE IN PoRTLAND, OR THE COUNTY CHAIRNEN OF 
THE CHAI"'BER' 1 S INDUSTRIAL COJ111ITTEE AS LIS TED BEL OW: 
PAUL C. EnERSON~ ExEc. Han. 
11AINE STATE CIIAliBER · OF CoJIHERCE 
CAsco B.ANK BuiLDING, PoRTLAND, lfAINE. 
COUNTY GHAIR11EN: 
i~NDROSCOGGIN 
N. s. FITZHERBERT~ V.P. 
THE DUNLAP .l ~G ENCY 
i l UBURN 
AROOSTOOK 
R. t-1. ALLEN, l1aR. 
N.AINE PoTATO BAG Co. 
UARIB ou 
CuJfBERLAND 
PAUL E. NERRILL., OWNER 
ffERRILL TRANSPORT Co. 
1037 FoREST .l1vE •. , PoF?-TLAND 
FRANKLIN -
R.N. BASS~ TREAS. 
G.H. BAss & Go. 
WILTON 
ffANCOCl( 
GEORGE D. BEARCE 
Box 343., BucKSPORT 
KENNEBEC 
F • .L:L. CLOUGH, JR.~ STATE Din. 
u. s6 BREWER 1 S FoUNDATION 
i~ UG USTA 
KNOX 
HENRY L. HALTERHAN 
PENOBscoT HAND LooN Ca. 
CA11DEN 
LINCOLN 
HENRY L. HALTERNAN 
PENOBscoT HAND Loon Go •. 
CA!1DEN 
OXFOR. D 
1' ~ F-;8PEAR ~ v .P. 
OxFORD }J A PEFl Co. 
RunFonn 
PENOBSCOT 
S'l'ANLEY J. LEEN., JR. J PREg. 
S'l'ANLEY J. LEEN Co .. 
BREWER-
PISCATAQUIJ2. 
RoosEVELT Te Susr 
PITTSFIELD 
SAGADAHOC 
.E. J . PETERSON, PnEs. 
E. A NDREW PETERSON Co. 
Boc.vno INHAl'I 
SonEnsET 
RoosEiE.LT T. Susi 
PITTSFIELD 
liALDO 
FRED L. LITTY, V.P. 
JVonTHERN CHE11ICAL INDUSTRIES 
SEARSPORT 
~lASHING TON 
GEoRGE n. BEARcE 
Box 345, BucKSPORT 
YoRl( 
.~. :nTIIUTl Eo 11AXWELLJ PRES• 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF BIDDE~ 
BIDDEFORD 

